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Autoreferat 
 

Borrelia burgdorferi 

Borrelia jest gram-XMHPQ\P� NU
WNLHP� SRVLDGDM�F\P� �-11 peryplazmatycznych 

U]
VHN�� 'áXJR�ü� NRPyUNL� ZDKD� VL
� RG� ��� GR� ��� �P�� V]HURNR�ü� RG� ���� GR� ���� �P�

(BARBOUR, HAYES 1986). Borrelia burgdorferi� MHVW�SDVR*\WHP�ZHZQ�WU]NRPyUNRZ\P�

kleszczy z rodzaju Ixodes��GOD�F]áRZLHND�MHVW�F]\QQLNLHP�HWLRORJLF]Q\P�RGNOHV]F]RZHM�

choroby z Lyme (BURGDORFER� L� ZVSyáSU�� ������� $QDOL]D� PROHNXODUQD� XMDZQLáD�� *H�

Borrelia burgdorferi� WR� JUXSD� EOLVNR� VSRNUHZQLRQ\FK� JDWXQNyZ�� RNUH�ODQD� REHFQLH�

mianem Borrelia burgdorferi�VHQVX�ODWR��GR�NWyUHM�]DOLF]D�VL
�B. afzelii (BARANTON et 

al. 1992, CANICA et al. 1993), B. garinii (BARANTON et al. 1992), B. japonica 

(KAWABATA  et al. 1993), B. andersonii (MARCONI et al. 1995), B. tanukii i B. turdi 

(FUKUNAGA et al. 1996), B. valaisiana (WANG et al. 1997), B. lusitaniae (LE FLECHE et 

al. 1997), B. bissettii (POSTIC�HW�DO���������RUD]�RF]\ZL�FLH�B. burgdorferi sensu stricto 

(BARANTON�HW�DO���������'R�WHM�SRU\�FDáNRZLFLH�]VHNZHQFMRQRZDQR�W\ONR�MHGHQ�V]F]HS��

B. burgdorferi sensu stricto B31, który jest przedmiotem niniejszej pracy. 

Na genom B. burgdorferi�%��� VNáDGD� VL
� OLQLRZ\� FKURPRVRP�R� GáXJR�FL� ��������

par zasad (FRASER� L� ZVSyáSU�� ������ RUD]� ��� OLQLRZ\FK� L� �� NROLVW\FK� SOD]PLGyZ� R�

á�F]QHM� GáXJR�FL� �������� SDU� ]DVDG� �CASJENS� L� ZVSyáSU�� ������� ���� FKURPRVRPX�

VWDQRZL�� ���� VHNZHQFMH� NRGXM�FH�� IXQNFMH� RN�� ���� ]� QLFK� ]RVWDá\� SR]QDQH��0LHMVFH�

inicjacji dwukierunkowHM�UHSOLNDFML�]QDMGXMH�VL
�SR�URGNX�FKURPRVRPX��FR�SRWZLHUG]D�

jego genetyczna organizacja (OLD� L� ZVSyáSU�� ������ L� *&� VNHZ� �FRASER� L� ZVSyáSU��

1997), natomiast eksperymentalnie potwierdzili to PICARDEAU� L�ZVSyáSU�� ��������7DNL�

sposób replikacji decyduje o tyP��*H�SRáRZD�QLFL�:DWVRQD� MHVW� UHSOLNRZDQD�Z�VSRVyE�

FL�Já\�� MDNR�QLü�ZLRG�FD��D�SRáRZD�MHVW�V\QWHW\]RZDQD�]�IUDJPHQWyZ�2ND]DNL� MDNR�QLü�

RSy(QLDM�FD��.RPSOHPHQWDUQH�SRáRZ\�QLFL�&ULFND�V��UHSOLNRZDQH�RGSRZLHGQLR�MDNR�QLü�

RSy(QLDM�FD� L� ZLRG�FD� �SDWU]� VFKHPDW� RUJDQL]DFML� JHQRPX�� VWU�� ����� 3RPLPR�� *H� RELH�

QLFL� V�� LGHQW\F]QHM�GáXJR�FL��QD�QLFL�ZLRG�FHM�]QDMGXMH� VL
� VHQVRZQD�QLü�����25)yZ��

QDWRPLDVW�QD�RSy(QLDM�FHM�– 286.  
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Asymetria DNA 

Do analizy wybrano chromosom B. burgdorferi�� SRQLHZD*� FKDUDNWHU\]XMH� JR�

najZL
NV]D� DV\PHWULD� Z� VNáDG]LH� QXNOHRW\GRZ\P� '1$� VSR�UyG� GRW\FKF]DV�

zsekwencjonowanych genomów bakteryjnych. Czym jest asymetria DNA? W 

SRGZyMQHM� KHOLVLH� '1$� RERZL�]XMH� ]DVDGD� NRPSOHPHQWDUQR�FL�� OLF]ED� DGHQLQ� Z�

F]�VWHF]FH� MHVW� WDND� VDPD� MDN� OLF]ED� W\PLQ��QDWomiast liczba guanin odpowiada liczbie 

F\WR]\Q�� FR� MHVW� VSHáQLHQLHP� UHJXá� &HARGAFFD� �������� *G\E\� F]�VWHF]ND� E\áD�

V\PHWU\F]QD�� WR� WH�VDPH�UHJXá\�RERZL�]\ZDá\E\�UyZQLH*�Z�REU
ELH�MHGQHM�QLFL��-HVW�WR�

WDN� ]ZDQD� GUXJD� UHJXáD� SDURZDQLD� �LOBRY� ������� 7DN� ZL
F�� JG\E\� Z\PLHV]Dü�

nukleotydy chromosomu B. burgdorferi� L� XWZRU]\ü� ]� QLFK� QRZ�� F]�VWHF]N
�Z� VSRVyE�

ORVRZ\��QLü�ZLRG�FD�QLH�Uy*QLáDE\�VL
�VWDW\VW\F]QLH�RG�RSy(QLDM�FHM��7DEHOD����VWU�������

$V\PHWULD� '1$� GHILQLRZDQD� MHVW� MDNR� RGFK\OHQLH� RG� UyZQR�FL� >$@ >7@� L� >*]=[C] w 

SRMHG\QF]HM� QLFL�� -HGQ\P� ]� PHFKDQL]PyZ� JHQHUXM�F\FK� DV\PHWUL
� Z� JHQRPDFK� MHVW�

SUHVMD� PXWDF\MQD� ]ZL�]DQD� ]� UHSOLNDFM��� 3RáyZNL� QLFL� :DWVRQD� SUDZG]LZHJR�

chromosomu B. burgdorferi V�� UHSOLNRZDQH� Z� Uy*Q\� VSRVyE� L� Uy*QL�� VL
� ]QDF]�FR�

VNáDGHP� QXNOHRW\GRZ\P� �7DEHOD� ���� 1Lü� ZLRG�FD� MHVW� ERJDWD� Z� W\PLQ
� L� JXDQLQ
��

QDWRPLDVW�RSy(QLDM�FD�–�Z�DGHQLQ
�L�F\WR]\Q
� 

 

0HFKDQL]P\�JHQHUXM�FH�DV\PHWUL
 

6XEVW\WXFMD� QXNOHRW\GX� QD� MHGQHM� QLFL�'1$�SURZDG]L� UyZQLH*� GR� ]PLDQ\� QD� QLFL�

NRPSOHPHQWDUQHM�� -HGQDN�� DE\� ]UR]XPLHü� SRFKRG]HQLH� L� ]QDF]HQLH� DV\PHWULL�� QDOH*\�

RNUH�OLü�JG]LH�L�Z�MDNL�VSRVyE�]DFKRG]��SLHUZRWQH�]PLDQ\��NWyUH�SURZDG]��GR�Uy*Q\FK�

VXEVW\WXFML�Z�Uy*Q\FK�UHJLRQDFK�FKURPRVRPX� 

0HFKDQL]P\�� NWyUH�PRJ��ZSURZDG]Dü� DV\PHWUL
� GR� QLFL�'1$�� E\á\�ZLHORNURWQLH�

dyskutowane (SUDFH�SU]HJO�GRZH��FRANCINO, OCHMAN 1997, MRAZEK, KARLIN 1998, 

FRANK, LOBRY 1999, KARLIN 1999, TILLIER, COLLINS 2000a, KOWALCZUK et al. 

����D���6NáDG�QXNOHRW\GRZ\�VHNZHQFML� MHVW�NV]WDáWRZDQ\�SU]H]�GZLH� Uy*QH��D�F]DVDPL�

SU]HFLZQH� VLá\�� SUHVM
� PXWDF\MQ�� L� VHOHNF\MQ��� 3UHVMD� PXWDF\MQD� WR� VSHF\ILF]QH�

substytucje wprowadzane do DNA podczas replikacji i transkrypcji. Presja selekcyjna 

QDWRPLDVW� MHVW� ]ZL�]DQD� JáyZQLH� ]� IXQNFM�� NRGRZDQ\FK� ELDáHN�� D� ZL
F� VNáDGHP�

NRGRQRZ\P� JHQyZ� L� LFK� SRáR*HQLHP� QD� FKURPRVRPLH�� RUD]� VNáDGHP� VHNZHQFML�
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NRQWUROXM�F\FK�� $E\� ]REDF]\ü� G]LDáDQLH� Z\á�F]QLH� SUHVML� PXWDF\MQHM�� QDOH*DáRE\�

]QDOH(ü�Z�JHQRPLH�VHNZHQFMH�QLH�SRGOHJDM�FH�VHOHNFML�� 

6HNZHQFMD�'1$�]QDMGXMH�VL
�Z�VWDQLH� UyZQRZDJL�]�SUHVM��PXWDF\MQ���JG\�RJyOQ\�

VNáDG� QXNOHRW\GRZ\� RGSRZLDGD� F]
VWR�FLRP� VXEVW\WXFML� L� QLH� SRGOHJD� RQ� GDOV]\P�

]PLDQRP� LOR�FLRZ\P�� 1DWRPLDVW�� NLHG\� VHNZHQFMD� NRGXM�FD� ]DDGDSWXMH� VL
� GR�

SDQXM�FHM� SUHVML� VHOHNF\MQHM�� MHM� VNáDG� QLH� ]PLHQLD� VL
� L� ]QDMGXMH� VL
� RQD� Z� VWDQLH�

równowagi dynamicznej, ale odchylonym od stanu VHNZHQFML� QLH� SRGOHJDM�F\FK�

VHOHNFML�� 6SDUDPHWU\]RZDQD� RGOHJáR�ü� PL
G]\� GDQ�� VHNZHQFM�� D� VHNZHQFM�� Z� VWDQLH�

UyZQRZDJL�MHVW�PLDU��SUHVML�VHOHNF\MQHM� 

 

Obrazowanie i pomiar asymetrii - spacery DNA 

$E\� ]REUD]RZDü� DV\PHWUL
�� GDQ�� VHNZHQFM
� G]LHOL� VL
� ]Z\NOH� QD odcinki (zwane 

RNQDPL��� Z� NWyU\FK� ]OLF]D� VL
� EDGDQH� QXNOHRW\G\� OXE� Uy*QLFH� Z� LFK� OLF]ELH� L� Z\QLN�

SU]HGVWDZLD� QD� Z\NUHVLH� Z� VNDOL� FKURPRVRPX�� 5\V�� �D� �VWU�� ���� SU]HVWDZLD� ZDUWR�FL�

Uy*QLF�>*@->&@�GOD�NROHMQ\FK�RGFLQNyZ�QLFL�:DWVRQD��:DUWR�FL�WH�V��SU]HZD*QLe ujemne 

GOD� F]
�FL� RSy(QLDM�FHM� L� SU]HZD*QLH� GRGDWQLH� GOD� F]
�FL� ZLRG�FHM�� 2EV]DU� ]PLDQ\�

WUHQGX� SRNU\ZD� VL
� ]� SRáR*HQLHP� SXQNWX� LQLFMDFML� UHSOLNDFML� �RUL��� DOH� VLOQH� IOXNWXDFMH�

XWUXGQLDM�� DQDOL]
� �MRAZEK, KARLIN � ������� $E\� X]\VNDü� EDUG]LHM� F]\WHOQ\� REUD]� 

PR*QD� ]ZL
NV]\ü� UR]PLDU� RNQD� �5\V�� �E�� OXE� DQDOL]RZDü� VHNZHQFM
� RNQDPL�

]DFKRG]�F\PL� �5\V�� �F�� LOBRY� ����D��� -HGQDN�� MH�OL� RNQD� V�� ]E\W� GX*H�� QLH� PR*QD�

SUHF\]\MQLH� RNUH�OLü� PLHMVFD� ]PLDQ\� WUHQGX� �MCLEAN et al. 1998). Tych problemów 

PR*QD� XQLNQ�ü�� MH�OL� ZDUWR�FL� Uy*QLF� >*@->&@� ]RVWDQ�� VNXPXORZDQH� �5\V�� �D���

Kumulatywne diagramy stosowali GRIGORIEV (1998), FREEMAN�L�ZVSyáSU��(1998) oraz 

TILLIER i COLLINS (2000a). Najlepsze wyniki analizy daje jednak metoda spacerów 

DNA opracowana przez CEBRATA i DUDKA (1998) RUD]� UR]ZLQL
WD� SU]H]�

MACKIEWICZA � L� ZVSyáSU�� �����D�E��� 6SDFHURZLF]� DQDOL]XMH� VHNZHQFM
� RGFLQNDPL� OXE�

QXNOHRW\G� SR� QXNOHRW\G]LH�� $E\� XZ\SXNOLü� ORNDOQH� WUHQG\�� SU]HVNDORZDQR� ZDUWR�FL�

Uy*QLF�>*@-[C] tak, aby wykres, (czyli spacer po sekwencji nici Watsona) kR�F]\á�VL
�Z�

SXQNFLH�\ ���5\V���E���RUD]�SRG]LHORQR�ZDUWR�FL�SU]H]�GáXJR�ü�DQDOL]RZDQHM�VHNZHQFML��

DE\� MH� ]QRUPDOL]RZDü� L� XPR*OLZLü� SRUyZQDQLH� DV\PHWULL� VHNZHQFML� R� Uy*QHM� GáXJR�FL�

(Rys. 2c).  
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Transformacje spacerów –�UR]G]LHOHQLH�Uy*Q\FK�URG]DMyZ�DV\PHWUii 

'RGDZDQLH�L�RGHMPRZDQLH�VSDFHUyZ�SR]ZDOD�QD�UR]G]LHOHQLH�DV\PHWULL�Z\QLNDM�FHM�

]�G]LDáDQLD�Uy*Q\FK�SURFHVyZ��3URFHV\�WH�PR*QD�SRG]LHOLü�QD�GZLH�JáyZQH�JUXS\��WDNLH��

NWyUH� MHGQDNRZR�RGG]LDáXM��QD�QLFL�:DWVRQD� L�&ULFND��DV\PHWULD�PD� WDNL�VDP�]QDN�QD�

obu nLFLDFK��� RUD]� WDNLH�� NWyUH� G]LDáDM�� SU]HFLZQLH� �DV\PHWULD�PD� QD� MHGQHM� QLFL� ]QDN�

GRGDWQL�� QD� GUXJLHM� XMHPQ\��� -H�OL� RGHMPLH� VL
� ZDUWR�FL� VSDFHUyZ� GOD� QLFL�:DWVRQD� L�

Cricka, asymetria o takim samym znaku zniknie, a o znakach przeciwnych – zostanie 

uwypuklonD��7HQ�W\S�DV\PHWULL�ZSURZDG]DQ\�MHVW�SU]H]�SURFHV\�]ZL�]DQH�]�UHSOLNDFM���L�

Uy*QLFXMH� RQ� QLü�ZLRG�F�� L� RSy(QLDM�F��� 6SDFHU\�'1$�SR]ZDODM�� QD� DQDOL]
� ]DUyZQR�

Uy*QLF� >*@-[C] i [A]- >7@� �5\V�� �D��� MDN� L� DV\PHWULL� Z� UR]NáDG]LH� SRV]F]HJyOQ\FK�

nukleotydów (Rys. 3b). Dodanie tych samych spacerów spowoduje zanik asymetrii 

Z\QLNDM�FHM� ]� UHSOLNDFML�� L� XMDZQLHQLH� VL
� DV\PHWULL� ]ZL�]DQHM� ]� WUDQVNU\SFM�� JHQyZ� L�

NRGRZDQLHP�ELDáHN��NWyUH�QLH�]DOH*��RG� VSRVREX� UHSOLNDFML�QLFL��7HQ� W\S�DV\PHWULL�QLH�

Z\VW
SXMH�Z�FKURPRVRPLH�B. burgdorferi� �5\V������7UHQG\�ZLGRF]QH�QD�Z\NUHVDFK�V��

statystycznie nieistotne.  

7HJR�W\SX�VSDFHU\�PR*QD�Z\NRQDü�QLH�W\ONR�GOD�VHNZHQFML�FDáHJR�FKURPRVRPX��DOH�

WDN*H�GOD�VHNZHQFML�VNOHMRQ\FK�25)yZ��RVREQR�GOD�ND*GHM�SR]\FML�Z�NRGRQLH��RUD]�GOD�

sekwencji� PL
G]\JHQRZ\FK� �OH*�F\FK� SRPL
G]\� 25)DPL��� 2GHMPRZDQLH� VSDFHUyZ�

(Rys. 6-��� SRND]XMH� REHFQR�ü� DV\PHWULL� ]ZL�]DQHM� ]� UHSOLNDFM�� Z� ND*GHM� SR]\FML� Z�

NRGRQLH� RUD]� Z� VHNZHQFMDFK� PL
G]\JHQRZ\FK�� QDWRPLDVW� GRGDZDQLH� �5\V�� �-9) 

XMDZQLD�EUDN�ZSá\ZX�WUDQVNU\SFML�L�SURFHVyZ�]ZL�]DQ\FK�]�NRGRZDQLHP�QD�DV\PHWUL
��

Asymetria obserwowana w genomie B. burgdorferi� MHVW� JHQHURZDQD�Z\á�F]QLH� SU]H]�

SURFHV\�]ZL�]DQH�]�UHSOLNDFM���MACKIEWICZ�L�ZVSyáSU������F���D�QLH�]�WUDQVNU\SFM���MDN�

proponowali niektórzy autorzy (BELETSKII, BHAGWAT 1996, FRANCINO�L�ZVSyáSU��������

FRANCINO, OCHMAN 1997, FREEMAN�L�ZVSyáSU���������1DMZL
NV]��DV\PHWUL
�REVHUZXMH�

VL
� Z� WU]HFLFK� SR]\FMDFK� Z� NRGRQLH�� -HVW� WR� ]UR]XPLDáH�� SRQLHZD*� Z� ZL
NV]R�FL�

przypadków tranzycja w tej pozycji nie powoduje zmiany sensu kodowanego 

aminokwasu, natomiast transwersja, która jest o wiele mniej prawdopodobna, zmienia 

VHQV�NRGRQX�MHG\QLH�Z�SRáRZLH�SU]\SDGNyZ��SDWU]�WDEOLFD�NRGX�JHQHW\F]QHJR��VWU�������

Asymetria puryn i pirymidyn w trzecich pozycjach kodonów czterokrotnie 

zdegeQHURZDQ\FK� MHVW� WU]\NURWQLH� ZL
NV]D� QL*� Z� WU]HFLFK� SR]\FMDFK� NRGRQyZ�

GZXNURWQLH� ]GHJHQHURZDQ\FK� �5\V�� ����� &LHNDZH� MHVW� WR�� *H� DV\PHWULD� Z� WU]HFLFK�

SR]\FMDFK� MHVW� ZL
NV]D� QDZHW� QL*� Z� VHNZHQFMDFK� PL
G]\JHQRZ\FK�� 3UDZGRSRGREQLH�
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VHNZHQFMH� PL
G]\JHQRZH� áDWZLHM� PRJ�� SU]HQRVLü� VL
� SRPL
G]\� QLFL�� ZLRG�F�� D�

RSy(QLDM�F�� QL*� JHQ\�� ���� JHQyZ� ELDáHN� U\ERVRPDOQ\FK� SRáR*RQ\FK� MHVW� QD� QLFL�

ZLRG�FHM�� FR� ZVND]XMH� QD� QLHSU]\SDGNRZH� UR]PLHV]F]HQLH� JHQyZ� QD� FKURPRVRPLH��

$V\PHWUL
� VWZLHUG]D� VL
� WDN*H� Z� SLHUZV]\FK� L� GUXJLFK� SR]\FMDFK�� -H�OL� Uy*QH� W\S\�

VXEVW\WXFML� ]DFKRG]�� QD� QLFLDFK� ZLRG�F\FK� L� RSy(QLDM�F\FK� Z� SLHUZV]\FK� L� GUXJLFK�

SR]\FMDFK�Z�NRGRQLH��PXVL�SURZDG]Lü�WR�GR�DV\PHWU\F]Q\FK�SRGVWDZLH��DPLQRNZDVyZ�

Z� ELDáNDFK� L� GR� DV\PHWULL� Z� SRáR*HQLX� NRGRQyZ� Uy*Q\FK� DPLQRNZDVyZ� QD�

chromosomie (Rys. 16). 

 

6SDFHU\�W\SX�ÄSDM�F]HN´ 

Innym rodzajem spaceru, przydatnym w analizie asymetrii, jest tak zwany 

ÄSDM�F]HN´��:�WHM�PHWRG]LH�PLHU]\�VL
�MHGQRF]H�QLH�DV\PHWUL
�Z�UR]NáDG]LH�ZV]\VWNLFK�

czterech nukleotydów. Sekwencja zostaje podzielona na niewielkie okna lub jest 

DQDOL]RZDQD� QXNOHRW\G� SR� QXNOHRW\G]LH�� -H�OL� Z� EDGDQ\P� RNQLH� SU]HZD*D� JXDQLQD��

ÄQy*ND�SDM�F]ND´��F]\OL�Z\NUHV�NLHUXMH�VL
�Z�JyU
��MH�OL�F\WR]\QD�–�Z�Gyá��MH�OL�DGHQLQD�

–�Z�SUDZR�� MH�OL�W\PLQD�– w lewo. Wykresy dla pierwszej i drugiej pozycji w ORFach 

OH*�F\FK� QD� QLFLDFK� ZLRG�F\FK� L� RSy(QLDM�F\FK� Z\ND]XM�� ZVSyOQH� FHFK\� �5\V�� �����

3LHUZV]H� SR]\FMH� Z� NRGRQDFK� ERJDWH� V�� Z� JXDQLQ
� L� DGHQLQ
�� GODWHJR� Z\NUHV\�

VSDFHUyZ� ]QDMGXM�� VL
� Z� SLHUZV]HM� üZLDUWFH� XNáDGX� ZVSyáU]
GQ\FK�� :� GUXJLFK�

pozycMDFK� SU]HZD*D� DGHQLQD� L� F\WR]\QD�� GODWHJR� Z\NUHV\� SRáR*RQH� V�� Z� F]ZDUWHM�

üZLDUWFH�� 7H� SUHIHUHQFMH� V�� XQLZHUVDOQH� L� ]ZL�]DQH� ]� NRGRZDQLHP� ELDáHN� �WONG, 

CEDERGREN 1986, ZHANG, ZHANG 1991, GUTIERREZ et al. 1996, CEBRAT et al. 1997b, 

1998, MRAZEK, KARLIN 1998, MCLEAN et al. 1998, WANG 1998). Trzecie pozycje w 

NRGRQDFK�Z\ND]XM��SU]HFLZQH�WUHQG\�QD�QLFLDFK�ZLRG�F\FK�L�RSy(QLDM�F\FK��7UHQG\�WH�

V�� ]JRGQH� ]� SUHIHUHQFMDPL� REVHUZRZDQ\PL� Z� FDáHM� VHNZHQFML� L� Z� VHNZHQFMDFK�

PL
G]\JHQRZ\FK��QLü�ZLRG�FD�MHVW�ERJDWD�Z�JXDQLQ
�L�W\PLQ
��RSy(QLDM�FD�–�Z�DGHQLQ
�

L�F\WR]\Q
��6HNZHQFMD�PL
G]\JHQRZD�RGF]\WDQD�]�QLFL�ZLRG�FHM�QLH�Z\ND]XMH�VWUXNWXU\�

WULSOHWRZHM��Z�ND*GHM� ÄSR]\FML´�ZLGDü� WDNL� VDP� WUHQG�� W\SRZ\�GOD� QLFL�ZLRG�FHM� �5\V��

��D��� -HGQDN�Z�JHQRPLH�PR*QD� WDN*H�RGQDOH(ü� VHNZHQFMH�PL
G]\JHQRZH�SRFKRG]�FH�

]H� ]GXSOLNRZDQ\FK� JHQyZ�� NWyUH� ]DFKRZDá\� MHV]F]H� �ODG\� VZRMHM� SU]HV]áR�FL��

6HNZHQFMD� QD� 5\V�� ��E� SRVLDGD� VWUXNWXU
� WULSOHWRZ�� L� PR*QD� RNUH�OLü� ID]
� �UDPN
�

RGF]\WX���Z�NWyUHM� QLHJG\�� NRGRZDáD�RQD�ELDáNR�� MHGQDN�ZV]\VWNLH� ÄQy*NL´�Rdchylone 

V��MX*�Z�NLHUXQNX�W\SRZ\P�GOD�VHNZHQFML�PL
G]\JHQRZ\FK�� 
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Ä3DM�F]HN´� PR*H� WDN*H� SRVáX*\ü� GR� DQDOL]\� VHNZHQFML� VNOHMRQ\FK� 25)yZ� ]� QLFL�

ZLRG�FHM� L� RSy(QLDM�FHM� �5\V�� ����� :� FHOX� QRUPDOL]DFML�� ZDUWR�FL� VSDFHUyZ� ]RVWDá\�

SRG]LHORQH�SU]H]�GáXJR�ü�RGSRZLHGQLFK�VHNZHQFML��DE\�SRUyZQDü�DV\PHWUL
�VHNZHQFML�

R�Uy*QHM�GáXJR�FL��:LGDü�Z�QLFK�WDNLH�VDPH�WUHQG\�MDN�Z�SRMHG\QF]\FK�25)DFK��W\ONR�

EDUG]LHM� Z\UD(QH�� 6HNZHQFMH� PL
G]\JHQRZH� ]RVWDá\� RGF]\WDQH� GZXNURWQLH�� ]� QLFL�

ZLRG�FHM� L� RSy(QLDM�FHM�� DE\� SRND]Dü� LFK� SU]HFLZQH� WUHQG\�� ,FK� Z\NUHV\� V�� LGHDOQLH�

V\PHWU\F]QH�� 1DOH*\� ]ZUyFLü� XZDJ
�� *H� WU]HFLH� SR]\FMH� Z� NRGRQDFK� 25)yZ� ]� QLFL�

ZLRG�FHM�� WR� LQQH� VHNZHQFMH� QL*� WU]HFLH� SR]\FMH� Z� NRGRQDFK� 25)yZ� ]� QLFL�

RSy(QLDM�FHM��D�MHGQDN�RQH�UyZQLH*�Z\ND]XM��OXVWU]DQ��DV\PHWUL
��:VNazuje to na silny 

ZSá\Z�SUHVML�PXWDF\MQHM�QD�LFK�VNáDG�QXNOHRW\GRZ\� 

'áXJLH� ÄQy*NL´� �ZLDGF]�� R� VLOQ\FK� WUHQGDFK�� F]\OL� SUHIHUHQFMDFK� Z� VNáDG]LH�

QXNOHRW\GRZ\P�VHNZHQFML��QDWRPLDVW�Z\NUHV\�NUyWNLH� L�SRSO�WDQH��ZLDGF]��R�EDUG]LHM�

VWRFKDVW\F]Q\P�XNáDG]LH�QXNOHRW\GyZ�Z�VHNZHQFML��3DUDPHWU\�Z\NUHVyZ�ÄSDM�F]NyZ´��

WDNLH� MDN� GáXJR�ü� ZHNWRUD� ÄQy*NL´� L� N�W� MHJR� QDFK\OHQLD� GR� RVL� [�� PRJ�� E\ü�

wykorzystane do dalszej analizy asymetrii (CEBRAT et al. 1997b, CEBRAT et al. 1998, 

KOWALCZUK�HW�DO������D���.�W\�QDFK\OHQLD�VSDFHUX�PR*QD�SU]HGVWDZLü�QD�SáDV]F]\(QLH�

R� VNR�F]RQHM�SRZLHU]FKQL�� NWyUD� MHVW�Z� U]HF]\ZLVWR�FL� SRZLHU]FKQL�� WRUXVD� �5\V�� �����

1D�Z\NUHVLH�SU]HGVWDZLDM�F\P�N�W\�QDFK\OHQLD� VSDFHUyZ�SR�SLHUZV]\FK�SR]\FMDFK�GR�

N�WyZ� VSDFHUyZ� SR� WU]HFLFK� SR]\FMDFK�� 25)\� ]� QLFL� ZLRG�FHM� L� RSy(QLDM�FHM� WZRU]��

GZLH�RGU
EQH��QLH�QDFKRG]�FH�QD�VLHELH�JUXS\��6NáDG�QXNOHRW\GRZ\�25)X�]GUDG]D�MHJR�

SRáR*HQLH� QD� QLFL�� D� QDZHW� VNáDG� DPLQRNZDVRZ\� ELDáND� SR]ZDOD� RNUH�OLü� JG]LH� OH*\�

NRGXM�F\� MH�JHQ��7H�FHFK\��RUD]�]QDF]QD�DV\PHWULD�]ZL�]DQD�]�UHSOLNDFM���ZLGRF]QD�Z�

ND*GHM�SR]\FML�Z�NRGRQDFK�D�]ZáDV]F]D�Z�WU]HFLFK�SR]\FMDFK��ZVND]XM��QD�WR��*H�JHQ\�

B. burgdorferi� RG� GDZQD� QLH� XOHJDá\� WUDQVORNDFMRP� QD� QLü� SU]HFLZQ�� L� LFK� VNáDG�

QXNOHRW\GRZ\�GRVWRVRZDá�VL
�GR�SRáR*HQLD�QD�FKURPRVRPLH� 

 

2NUH�OHQLH�SUHsji mutacyjnej –�NRQVWUXNFMD�WDEOLF\�SU]HM�ü�PXWDF\MQ\FK 

$QDOL]D�VSDFHUyZ�'1$�QLH�PR*H�XMDZQLü��MDNLH�VXEVW\WXFMH�JHQHUXM��REVHUZRZDQ��

DV\PHWUL
�� F]\OL� MDND� MHVW� SUHVMD� PXWDF\MQD� QD� VHNZHQFM
�� $V\PHWU\F]Q\� VNáDG� '1$�

PR*H� E\ü� X]\VNDQ\� SU]H]� QLHVNR�F]RQ�� OLF]E
� NRPELQDFML� F]
VWR�FL� ��� W\SyZ�

VXEVW\WXFML��&R�ZL
FHM��VNáDG�VHNZHQFML�]DOH*\�QLH�W\ONR�RG�SUHVML�PXWDF\MQHM��DOH�WDN*H�

RG� VHOHNFML�� NWyUD� EH]OLWR�QLH� HOLPLQXMH� ZV]\VWNLH� QLHNRU]\VWQH� VXEVW\WXFMH�� -HGQDN�

VHNZHQFMH� PL
G]\JHQRZH� SRFKRG]�FH� ]H� ]GXSOLNRZDQ\ch genów powinny 
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DNXPXORZDü� ZV]\VWNLH� VXEVW\WXFMH�� ,FK� SRUyZQDQLH� ]� PDFLHU]\VW\PL� JHQDPL� XMDZQLD�

F]
VWR�FL� ZV]\VWNLFK� SU]HM�ü� PXWDF\MQ\FK� �KOWALCZUK� L� ZVSyáSU�� ����D��� $E\�

RGQDOH(ü� VHNZHQFMH� ZROQH� RG� VHOHNFML�� RGFLQNL� PL
G]\JHQRZH� GáX*V]H� QL*� ���

nukleotydóZ� SU]HWáXPDF]RQR� QD� VHNZHQFMH� DPLQRNZDVRZH� ZH� ZV]\VWNLFK� V]H�FLX�

PR*OLZ\FK� ID]DFK� �UDPNDFK�� RGF]\WX�� .RGRQ\� VWRS�� DPEHU� L� RFKUH� ]DPLHQLRQR� QD�

W\UR]\Q
�� D� RSDO� –� QD� WU\SWRIDQ�� JG\*� W\ONR� MHGQD� VXEVW\WXFMD� Z� WU]HFLHM� SR]\FML� W\FK�

kodonów wystarczy do powstanLD�VWRSX��1DVW
SQLH�SU]HV]XNDQR�ELDáNRZ��ED]
�GDQ\FK�

B. burgdorferi programem FASTA (PEARSON, LIPMAN��������3RQLHZD*�SVHXGRJHQ\�Z�

SU]HVWU]HQL�PL
G]\JHQRZHM�NXPXOXM��ZV]\VWNLH�PXWDFMH��]DVWRVRZDQR�OLEHUDOQH�NU\WHULD�

KRPRORJLL�� F]\OL� ZDUWR�ü� (� �� ������ =QDOH]LRQR� RNRáR� ��� KRPRORJyZ� GR� VHNZHQFML�

PL
G]\JHQRZ\FK� RGF]\WDQ\FK� ]� QLFL� ZLRG�FHM�� 6HNZHQFMH� QXNOHRW\GRZH�

KRPRORJLF]Q\FK� 25)yZ� L� VHNZHQFML� PL
G]\JHQRZ\FK� GRSDVRZDQR� SU]\� SRPRF\�

programu CLUSTAL X (JEANMOUGIN� HW� DO�� ������� 6XPD� GáXJR�FL� SDVXM�F\FK�

sekwencji nXNOHRW\GRZ\FK�Z\QLRVáD������QXNOHRW\GyZ��$E\�RNUH�OLü�NLHUXQHN�SU]HM�ü�

PXWDF\MQ\FK� SU]\M
WR�� *H� ZV]\VWNLH� REVHUZRZDQH� Uy*QLFH� Z\QLNDM�� ]� VXEVW\WXFML�

]DNXPXORZDQ\FK� Z� VHNZHQFMDFK� PL
G]\JHQRZ\FK�� 7R� ]DáR*HQLH� QLH� MHVW� FDáNLHP�

SUDZG]LZH�� DOH� MHVW� QLH]E
GQH� GR� NRQVWUXNFML� WDEOLF\�� L� E\áR� Z\NRU]\VW\ZDQH� ]�

powodzeniem przez innych autorów (LI et al. 1984, YANG� �������7DEOLF
� VXEVW\WXFML�

VNRQVWUXRZDQR� ZHGáXJ� PHWRG\� GOJOBORI¶HJR� L� ZVSyáSU�� ������� RUD]� FRANCINO i 

OCHMAND���������7DEHOD����VWU�������3RQLHZD*�F]
VWR�FL�VXEVW\WXFML�V��LQQH�GOD�ND*GHJR�

QXNOHRW\GX��ZSURZDG]RQR�SRSUDZNL�QD�ZLHORNURWQH�VXEVW\WXFMH�L�UHZHUVMH�GOD�ND*GHJR�

nukleotydu oddzielnie zamiast jednej ogólnej poprawki KIMURY (1980). Jest to tablica 

HPSLU\F]QD�� Z� SU]HFLZLH�VWZLH� GR� WDEOLF� �PRGHOL�� SDUDPHWU\F]Q\FK�� F]
VWR�

Z\NRU]\VW\ZDQ\FK� Z� EDGDQLDFK� ILORJHQHW\F]Q\FK� �SU]HJO�GX� QDMQRZV]HM� OLWHUDWXU\� QD�

temat modeli empirycznych i parametrycznych dokonali LIÒ i GOLDMAN 1998, oraz 

WHELAN�L�ZVSyáSU��������� 

 

Testowanie tablicy 

8]\VNDQD� WDEOLFD� SU]HM�ü� E\áD� QDVW
SQLH� WHVWRZDQD� ]D� SRPRF�� V\PXODFML�

NRPSXWHURZ\FK�� 3R]ZROLáR� WR� QD� ]EDGDQLH�� MDN� ]PLHQLD� VL
� VNáDG� QXNOHRW\GRZ\�

VHNZHQFML�SRG�ZSá\ZHP�SUHVML�PXWDF\MQHM�RSLVDQHM�SU]H]�WDEOLF
��D�WDN*H�QD�]PLHU]HQLH�

LOR�FL� L� URG]DMyZ� VXEVW\WXFML�� NWyUH� ]DV]á\�Z�VHNZHQFML� L�NWyUH�]RVWDá\�]DNXPXORZDQH��

0R*QD�Z� WHQ� VSRVyE�]DREVHUZRZDü�KLVWRUL
� VHNZHQFML��:�F]DVLH� V\PXODFML�QXNOHRW\G�

E\á� Z\ELHUDQ\� GR� PXWDFML� ORVRZR�� ]� SUDZGRSRGRELH�VWZHP� Smut�� D� QDVW
SQLH� XOHJDá�
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VXEVW\WXFML�]JRGQLH�]�SUDZGRSRGRELH�VWZDPL�SU]HM�ü�]DZDUW\PL�Z�WDEOLF\��']L
NL�WHPX�

QLH�ND*G\�QXNOHRW\G�Z\EUDQ\�GR�PXWRZDQLD� U]HF]\ZL�FLH�XOHJDá� SRGVWDZLHQLX��7DNLHM�

analizie poddano cztery sekwencje: pierwsze, drugie i trzecie pozycje w kodonach 

25)yZ�]�QLFL�ZLRG�FHM��RUD]�VHNZHQFM
�R�WDNLHM�VDPHM�GáXJR�FL��DOH�R�UyZQowagowym 

VNáDG]LH��>$@ >7@ >*@ >&@��5\V�����SRND]XMH�]PLDQ\�VNáDGX�QXNOHRW\GRZHJR�Z�WUDNFLH�

symulacji. Sekwencja pierwszych i drugich pozycji oraz sekwencja równowagowa 

VWRSQLRZR� SU]\ELHUDM�� VNáDG� WU]HFLFK� SR]\FML� Z� NRGRQDFK�� QDWRPLDVW� WH� SR]RVWDM�� EH]�

zmiDQ��:\QLND�]�WHJR��*H�WU]HFLH�SR]\FMH�Z�NRGRQDFK�]QDMGXM��VL
�Z�VWDQLH�UyZQRZDJL�

]�SUHVM��PXWDF\MQ���D�ZSá\Z�VHOHNFML�QLH�MHVW�ZLGRF]Q\� 

$E\�REOLF]\ü�LOR�ü�VXEVW\WXFML��NWyUH�]DV]á\�Z�WUDNFLH�V\PXODFML��EDGDQ��VHNZHQFM
�

SRUyZQ\ZDQR� ]� VHNZHQFM�� ]� SRSU]HGQLHgo kroku Monte Carlo (Rys. 19). Rodzaj i 

OLF]ED� SRGVWDZLH�� ]DOH*\� QLH� W\ONR� RG� SUHVML�PXWDF\MQHM� RSLVDQHM� WDEOLF��� DOH� WDN*H� RG�

VNáDGX� QXNOHRW\GRZHJR� DQDOL]RZDQHM� VHNZHQFML�� ,QQ\P� EDGDQ\P� SDUDPHWUHP� E\áR�

tempo akumulowania substytucji. Obliczano je przez pRUyZQDQLH�VHNZHQFML�SR�ND*G\P�

NURNX� V\PXODFML� ]� VHNZHQFM�� Z\M�FLRZ�� �5\V�� ����� 3RF]�WNRZR� Uy*QLFH�PL
G]\� W\PL�

VHNZHQFMDPL�QDUDVWDM��EDUG]R�V]\ENR��SRQLHZD*�SU]\�EUDNX�VHOHNFML�ND*GD�VXEVW\WXFMD�

]RVWDMH� ]DFKRZDQD� Z� VHNZHQFML�� =� XSá\ZHP� F]DVX� VHNZHQFMH� FRUD] bardziej 

XSRGREQLDM�� VL
� GR� VLHELH� SRG�Z]JO
GHP� VNáDGX� QXNOHRW\GRZHJR�� D�ZLHOH� VXEVW\WXFML�

]DFKRG]L� Z� W\FK� VDP\FK�PLHMVFDFK� L� ]GDU]DM�� VL
� UyZQLH*� UHZHUVMH�� QDWRPLDVW� OLF]ED�

SR]\FML�Z�NWyU\FK�VHNZHQFMD�SR�V\PXODFML�Uy*QL�VL
�RG�VHNZHQFML�Z\M�FLRZHM�XWU]\Puje 

VL
�QD�VWDá\P�SR]LRPLH��7HQ�SR]LRP�MHVW� LQQ\�GOD�ND*GHJR�URG]DMX�VXEVW\WXFML�L�]DOH*\�

UyZQLH*�RG�VNáDGX�VHNZHQFML�Z\M�FLRZHM�� 

:� EDGDQLDFK� ILORJHQHW\F]Q\FK� SRUyZQXMH� VL
� VHNZHQFMH� ÄSR� PXWDFMDFK´�� QLH�PD�

PR*OLZR�FL�SR]QDQLD�VHNZHQFML�Z\M�FLRZ\FK��'ODWHJo istnieje potrzeba wprowadzenia 

SRSUDZNL� QD� ZLHORNURWQH� VXEVW\WXFMH� L� UHZHUVMH�� DE\� REOLF]\ü� U]HF]\ZLVW�� OLF]E
�

VXEVW\WXFML�� NWyUH� ]DV]á\� RG� F]DVX� HZROXF\MQHJR� UR]HM�FLD� VL
� VHNZHQFML�� 7DN�� SUyE
�

stanowi poprawka Kimury (KIMURA ��������������-DN�ZLGDü�QD�5ys. 21, zastosowanie 

WHM� SRSUDZNL� GDMH� VDW\VIDNFMRQXM�FH� Z\QLNL� W\ONR� GOD� QLHZLHONLFK� RGOHJáR�FL�

ILORJHQHW\F]Q\FK�� QDWRPLDVW� GOD� ZL
NV]\FK� RGOHJáR�FL� OLF]ED� VXEVW\WXFML� MHVW�

QLHGRV]DFRZDQD�� =QDMRPR�ü� WDEOLF\� SU]HM�ü� PXWDF\MQ\FK� XPR*OLZLD� ZSURZDG]HQLH�

precy]\MQ\FK� SRSUDZHN� GOD� ND*GHJR� URG]DMX� VXEVW\WXFML� �KOWALCZUK� L� ZVSyáSU��

2001b).  
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:áD�FLZR�FL�WDEOLF\�VXEVW\WXFML 

7DEOLFD� X]\VNDQD� Z� QLQLHMV]HM� SUDF\� MHVW� SLHUZV]��� NWyUD� WZRU]\� '1$� Z� VWDQLH�

UyZQRZDJL� R� VNáDG]LH� QXNOHRW\GRZ\P�REVHUZRZDQ\P�Z�QDWXU]H��:�SU]HFLZLH�VWZLH�

GR�PRGHOL� SDUDPHWU\F]Q\FK�� WDEOLFD� WD� ]DFKRZXMH� ]DUyZQR� VNáDG� QXNOHRW\GRZ\�'1$�

MDN� L� DV\PHWUL
� VHNZHQFML� E
G�F\FK� Z� VWDQLH� UyZQRZDJL� ]� SUHVM�� PXWDF\MQ��� WXWDM� – 

WU]HFLFK�SR]\FML�Z�NRGRQDFK�25)yZ�]�QLFL�ZLRG�FHM�� 

Tempo podstawiania nukleotydów Z� VHNZHQFML� PR*QD� SRUyZQDü� GR� SURFHVX�

rozpadu pierwiastków radioaktywnych. Zanikanie nukleotydów w sekwencji i 

SRMDZLDQLH� VL
� QRZ\FK�SRND]DQH� MHVW�QD�5\V������0R*QD�REOLF]\ü�ÄSyáRNUHV� UR]SDGX´�

GOD�ND*GHJR�QXNOHRW\GX��F]\OL� F]DV�SRGVWDZLHQLD�SRáRZ\�QXNOHRW\dów danego rodzaju 

Z� VHNZHQFML�� 2ND]XMH� VL
�� *H� GOD� U]HF]\ZLVWHM� WDEOLF\� VXEVW\WXFML� X]\VNDQHM� GOD�

VHNZHQFML�Z�VWDQLH�UyZQRZDJL�]�SUHVM��PXWDF\MQ��WHQ�SyáRNUHV�VXEVW\WXFML�MHVW�OLQLRZR�

VNRUHORZDQ\�]�IUDNFM��GDQHJR�QXNOHRW\GX�Z�VHNZHQFML��5\V����D���,P�PQLHj jest danego 

QXNOHRW\GX�� W\P� V]\EFLHM� XOHJD� RQ� SRGVWDZLHQLX�� :VSyáF]\QQLN� NRUHODFML� MHVW� U]
GX�

������� 7DNLHM� NRUHODFML� QLH� ]DREVHUZRZDQR� GOD� WDEOLF\� SU]HM�ü� Z\JHQHURZDQHM� SU]H]�

NRPSXWHU��5\V����E���PLPR�*H�XWU]\PXMH�RQD�DV\PHWU\F]Q\�VNáDG�'1$��KOWALCZUK i 

ZVSyáSU�� ����E��� $QDOL]D� WDEOLF� RSXEOLNRZDQ\FK� SU]H]� LQQ\FK� DXWRUyZ� XMDZQLáD�� *H�

NRUHODFML�QLH�Z\ND]XM��WDEOLFH�GOD�VHNZHQFML�E
G�F\FK�SRG�ZSá\ZHP�VHOHNFML��QDWRPLDVW�

WDEOLFH� GOD� VHNZHQFML� ZROQ\FK� RG� VHOHNFML� Z\ND]XM�� Z\VRNLH� ZVSyáF]\QQLNL� NRUHODFML�

(Tabela 3). Tablica znaleziona dla trzecich pozycji w czterokrotnie zdegenerowanych 

kodonach mitochondrialnego DNA Drosophila melanogaster (TAMURA 1992) stosuje 

VL
� GR� WHJR� SUDZD� EDUG]LHM� GRNáDGQLH� QL*� WDEOLFD� GOD� ZV]\VWNLFK� WU]HFLFK� SR]\FML� Z�

kodonach w tym genomie (takie same wyniki uzyskano dla tablic dla mtDNA 

naczelnych opublikowanych przez ADACHI i HASEGAWA�� ������� 7DNLFK� Uy*QLF�

QDOH*DáRE\�RF]HNLZDü��JG\E\�QLHNWyUH�VXEVW\WXFMH�Z�WU]HFLFK�SR]\FMDFK��SURZDG]�FH�GR�

SRGVWDZLH�� DPLQRNZDVRZ\FK�� QLH� E\á\� QHXWUDOQH�� 0R*QD� WDN*H� ]DXZD*\ü�� *H� WDEOLFH�

X]\VNDQH� QD� SRGVWDZLH� DQDOL]\� SRGVWDZLH�� Z� Uy*Q\FK� SVHXGRJHQDFK� WHJR� VDPHJR�

RUJDQL]PX� OXE� RUJDQL]PyZ� EDUG]R� EOLVNR� VSRNUHZQLRQ\FK�� GDM�� Uy*Q\� VNáDG�'1$�Z�

VWDQLH� UyZQRZDJL�� FR� SRWZLHUG]D� WH]
�� *H� SUHVMD� PXWDF\MQD� Uy*QL� VL
� Z� Uy*Q\FK�

regionach genomów eukariotycznych  (FILIPSKI 1988, WOLFE et al. 1989, MATASSI et 

al. 1999). 

3UHF\]\MQH�� QLHPDO� GHWHUPLQLVW\F]QH� UHODFMH� PL
G]\� IUDNFM�� GDQHJR� QXNOHRW\GX� D�

WHPSHP�MHJR�SRGVWDZLDQLD�XPR*OLZLDM��RFHQ
��F]\�EDGDQD�WDEOLFD�]RVWDáD�X]yskana dla 

VHNZHQFML�ZROQ\FK�RG�VHOHNFML��8PR*OLZLDM��WDN*H�REOLF]HQLH�RGOHJáR�FL�PL
G]\�EDGDQ��
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VHNZHQFM��D�VHNZHQFM��Z�VWDQLH�UyZQRZDJL�]�SUHVM��PXWDF\MQ���7D�RGOHJáR�ü�MHVW�PLDU��

SUHVML� VHOHNF\MQHM�� NWyUD� XWU]\PXMH� VHNZHQFM
� Z� VWDQLH� RGFK\ORQ\P� RG� UyZQRZagi. 

']L
NL�WHPX�PR*QD�QD�SU]\NáDG�RNUH�OLü�SUHVM
�QD�ND*G��SR]\FM
�Z�NRGRQDFK�VHNZHQFML�

NRGXM�F\FK�ELDáND� 

 

Podsumowanie i wnioski 

¾�W genomie Borrelia burgdorferi�SRáR*HQLH�JHQX�QD�QLFL�ZLRG�FHM�OXE�RSy(QLDM�FHM�

ZSá\ZD� QD� MHJR� VNáDG� QXNOHRW\GRZ\�� FR� RGELMD� VL
� QD� VNáDG]LH� NRGRQRZ\P� L�

VNáDG]LH�DPLQRNZDVRZ\P�NRGRZDQHJR�ELDáND� 

¾�1D� SRGVWDZLH� DV\PHWULL� SLHUZV]\FK� L� WU]HFLFK� SR]\FML� Z� NRGRQDFK�� 25)\�PR*QD�

SRG]LHOLü�QD�GZLH�QLH�QDFKRG]�FH�QD�VLHELH�JUXS\��OH*�FH�QD�Uy*Q\FK�QLFLDFK�'1$� 

¾�Przez porównanie sekwencji mL
G]\JHQRZ\FK� SRFKRG]�F\FK� RG� JHQyZ� ]� LFK�

PDFLHU]\VW\PL�JHQDPL��REOLF]RQR�F]
VWR�FL�ZV]\VWNLFK�URG]DMyZ�VXEVW\WXFML��%E7V��

GOD�VHNZHQFML�ZROQ\FK�RG�VHOHNFML��SRFKRG]�F\FK�]�QLFL�ZLRG�F\FK� 

¾�Empiryczna tablica substytucji (BbTs) podlega prawu liniowej korelaFML� SRPL
G]\�

F]DVHP�VXEVW\WXFML�SRáRZ\�QXNOHRW\GyZ�GDQHJR�W\SX�D�LFK�IUDNFM��Z�VHNZHQFML� 

¾�2SLHUDM�F� VL
� QD� W\P� SUDZLH�PR*QD� REOLF]\ü� SUHF\]\MQH� SRSUDZNL� QD�ZLHORNURWQH�

substytucje i rewersje w badaniach filogenetycznych. 

¾�Metody analizy opisane w niniejszej� SUDF\� XPR*OLZLDM�� RV]DFRZDQLH� UHODW\ZQHJR�

XG]LDáX�SUHVML�PXWDF\MQHM�L�VHOHNF\MQHM�Z�REVHUZRZDQHM�DV\PHWULL� 

¾�&KURPRVRP� ]QDMGXMH� VL
� Z� VWDQLH� UyZQRZDJL� G\QDPLF]QHM� ]� SUHVM�� PXWDF\MQ��

]ZL�]DQ�� ]� UHSOLNDFM�� L� ]� SUHVM�� VHOHNF\MQ�� G]LDáDM�F�� QD� NRGRZDQ�� SU]H]� Qiego 

LQIRUPDFM
� 

¾�7U]HFLH� SR]\FMH� Z� NRGRQDFK� 25)yZ� V�� Z� VWDQLH� UyZQRZDJL� ]� SUHVM�� PXWDF\MQ��

]ZL�]DQ�� ]� UHSOLNDFM��� EH]�ZLGRF]QHJR�ZSá\ZX� SUHVML� VHOHNF\MQHM�Z� F]WHURNURWQLH�

zdegenerowanych kodonach. 
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Abstract 
 

Asymmetry in nucleotide composition of DNA is defined as a deviation from 

[A]=[T] and [G]=[C] parities within one DNA strand. The Borrelia burgdorferi B31 

chromosome is the most asymmetric of all bacterial chromosomes sequenced to date. 

The asymmetry was analysed in the whole chromosome, and in coding and intergenic 

sequences separately. Using DNA walks allowed the author to visualise and to measure 

the asymmetry and also to separate the effects of different mutational and selection 

pressures that generate it. The mechanisms generating asymmetry include unequal 

mutation rates connected with replication and transcription, selection forces positioning 

genes and signal sequences nonrandomly in the genome, and protein coding constraints 

on coding sequences. Intergenic sequences as well as each position in the codon in 

protein coding sequences show the influence of replication-associated mutational 

pressure. Third codon positions in the B. burgdorferi chromosome were found to be at 

equilibrium with the mutational pressure, free from selection pressure.  

To find which types of substitutions are responsible for the asymmetry observed in 

the chromosome, intergenic sequences that had originated from duplicated genes were 

compared to the original genes. Based on that comparison, the frequencies of each of 

the twelve possible substitutions were calculated for the leading strand. The obtained 

empirical table of substitutions was tested analytically and by computer simulations. 

Every DNA sequence under the influence of the mutational pressure described by the 

table mutated towards the nucleotide composition of the third positions in codons of 

ORFs from the leading strand. The table of substitutions represents pure mutational 

pressure. In the absence of selection, the time when a half of nucleotides of a given type 

are substituted by other nucleotides is linearly correlated with the fraction of the 

analysed nucleotide in the sequence. The higher substitution turnover of a nucleotide, 

the lower the fraction of this nucleotide in the DNA sequence. The correlation 

coefficient is of the order of 0.999. The same correlation was found for substitution 

matrices obtained by other authors for sequences from different genomes, which were 

free from selection pressure. The correlation was absent from computer-generated 

matrices, even though they kept the specific nucleotide composition of the third codon 

positions, and from tables of substitution rates found for sequences under strong 

selection. The precise, almost deterministic relations between the nucleotide fractions 

and their turnover rates enable estimating if a matrix of substitutions is influenced by 
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selection or not. Also, it enables counting the distance between the given sequence and 

the sequence in equilibrium with the mutational pressure. This distance is supposed to 

be a measure of selection pressure, which keeps the sequence at the steady state, far 

from equilibrium. 
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Scheme of the B. burgdorferi chromosome 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abbreviations and definitions  

W strand = Watson strand (usually the one located in data bases) 

C strand = Crick strand (complementary to W strand) 

Lagging DNA strand = synthesised from Okazaki fragments, in the opposite direction 

to the replication forks movement 

Leading DNA strand = synthesised continuously, in the same direction as the 

replication forks movement 

ORF = Open Reading Frame, a DNA sequence which begins with a start codon and 

ends with a stop codon, a potential protein coding sequence  

An ORF is located on the leading strand when its sense strand is the leading strand, 

lagging strand ORFs respectively. 

Sense strand = noncoding strand = non-template strand = nontranscribed strand of gene  

Antisense strand = coding strand = template strand = transcribed strand of gene 

CDS = (protein) coding sequence 

Non-CDS = noncoding sequence 

AT skew = (A-T)/(A+T) 

GC skew = (G-C)/(G+C)  

CAI = Codon Adaptation Index describing codon usage for optimal translation rate 

MCS = Monte Carlo Steps (in computer simulations) 

PR2 = Parity Rules Type 2, i.e. [A]=[T] and [G]=[C] are true for a single DNA strand 

Mutational pressure = the rates of the twelve kinds of nucleotide substitutions  

Selection pressure = the probability of elimination of a substitution 

Intergenic sequence read 
from leading strand 

Origin of 
replication 

5’ 

3’ 

3’ 

5’ 

Leading Watson strand Lagging Watson strand 

Lagging Crick strand Leading Crick strand 

Leading strand ORF 

Lagging strand ORF 

Direction of the movement 
 of replication forks   
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DNA in equilibrium  = the sequence is free from selection pressure and the general 

composition of the evolving DNA sequence corresponds to the substitution 

frequencies (mutational pressure) 

DNA in steady state = the sequence is in equilibrium with the selection pressure, far 

from the equilibrium with the mutational pressure 

N = any base in DNA  (A, T, G or C) 

P = a purine (A or G) 

Y = a pyrimidine (T or C) 

BbTs = Borrelia burgdorferi table of substitutions 

Amber, Ochre, Opal = stop translation codons 
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The table of the genetic code 

 

 T C A G 

   TGT  Cys 

   TGC  Cys     

T 

   TTT  Phe 

   TTC  Phe 

   TTA  Leu 

   TTG  Leu 

   TCT  Ser 

   TCC  Ser 

   TCA  Ser 

   TCG  Ser 

   TAT  Tyr 

   TAC  Tyr 

   TAA  Ochre 

   TAG  Amber 
   TGA  Opal 

   TGG  Trp 

 

C 

   CTT  Leu 

   CTC  Leu 

   CTA  Leu 

   CTG  Leu 

   CCT  Pro 

   CCC  Pro 

   CCA  Pro 

   CCG  Pro 

   CAT  His 

   CAC  His 

   CAA  Gln 

   CAG  Gln 

   CGT  Arg 

   CGC  Arg 

   CGA  Arg 

   CGG  Arg 

   ATT  Ile 

   ATC  Ile  

A    ATA  Ile 

   ATG  Met 

   ACT  Thr 

   ACC  Thr 

   ACA  Thr 

   ACG  Thr 

   AAT  Asn 

   AAC  Asn 

   AAA  Lys 

   AAG  Lys 

   AGT  Ser 

   AGC  Ser 

   AGA  Arg 

   AGG  Arg 

 

G 

   GTT  Val 

   GTC  Val 

   GTA  Val 

   GTG  Val 

   GCT  Ala 

   GCC  Ala 

   GCA  Ala 

   GCG  Ala 

   GAT  Asp 

   GAC  Asp 

   GAA  Glu 

   GAG Glu 

   GGT  Gly 

   GGC  Gly 

   GGA  Gly 

   GGG  Gly 

 
Two-fold degenerated codons = the codons where a transition does not change the 

sense of the encoded amino acid, but a transversion does. In the above table they 

are located in the white boxes. 

Four-fold degenerated codons = the codons where neither a transition nor a 

transversion change the sense of the encoded amino acid. They are located in the 

yellow boxes. 

There are only two grey semi-boxes where a transition changes the sense of the codon. 
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1. Introduction 

 
1.1. Definition of DNA asymmetry 

The specific structure of the double-stranded DNA molecule implies many of its 

genetic and chemical features. One of the most important features is the 

complementarity of the two DNA strands, where the number of adenines is exactly the 

same as the number of thymines, while the number of guanines is exactly the same as 

the number of cytosines. These are the Chargaff's rules (CHARGAFF 1950) which helped 

WATSON and CRICK (1953) to describe the structure of the double helix and to find out 

that the Chargaff's rules are deterministic. If we assume that there are no mutational or 

selection pressures which influence the composition of the two DNA strands, the rules: 

[A]=[T] and [G]=[C] should be in force not only for double-stranded DNA but also for 

each of the two strands. These rules for a single DNA strand are stochastic instead of 

deterministic, and are called parity rules type 2, in short PR2 (LOBRY 1995). Deviation 

from PR2 means that the two DNA strands are under different mutational or selection 

pressures or both, which leads to asymmetric substitution patterns and DNA asymmetry.  

 

1.2. Finding DNA asymmetry 

PR2 are valid for random DNA molecules as well as for whole chromosomes. Let 

us count the number of each of the four types of nucleotides in the Watson strand of the 

Borrelia burgdorferi chromosome and construct a single-stranded “leading” and 

“lagging” DNA sequences by drawing the nucleotides randomly from the pool in which 

the frequency of each nucleotide is the same as in the B. burgdorferi chromosome. In 

Tab. 1 the composition of such a random DNA sequence (an example of one computer 

simulation) is shown. There are no significant differences in the nucleotide composition 

of these two sequences. It is not the case when one looks at the halves of the real 

Watson strand replicated as leading or lagging (see Table 1). The Chargaff's parity rules 

are valid but the PR2 are not: the differences between the numbers of complementary 

nucleotides in each strand are significant.  
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Number of bases in strand 
Strand type 

A T G C 
Strand 
length 

Random leading 
Watson strand 

160,481 162,812 64,209 64,946 452,448 

Random lagging 
Watson strand 

162,216 165,081 65,453 65,526 458,276 

Real leading    
Watson strand 

145,921 178,068 75,741 52,718 452,448 

Real lagging    
Watson strand 

177,186 149,128 53,911 78,051 458,276 

 

Table 1.  Numbers of nucleotides in the leading and lagging part of the Watson strand of the 

Borrelia burgdorferi chromosome. The random strand was obtained by drawing nucleotides 

randomly from a pool of all nucleotides from the Watson strand. 

 

Deviations from PR2 and differences in composition between the leading and the 

lagging strands were observed in many eubacterial genomes (LOBRY 1996a, 1996b, 

BLATTNER et al. 1997, KUNST et al. 1997, FRASER et al. 1997, 1998, ANDERSON et al. 

1998, FREEMAN et al. 1998, MRAZEK, KARLIN 1998, GRIGORIEV 1998, MCLEAN et al. 

1998, SALZBERG et al. 1998, MACKIEWICZ et al. 1999a, 1999b, TILLIER, COLLINS 2000a, 

KOWALCZUK et al. 2001a) and are still detected in newly sequenced genomes. The 

asymmetry was also detected in many viruses (DANIELS et al. 1983, FILIPSKI 1990, 

MRAZEK, KARLIN 1998, GRIGORIEV 1999). Generally it was found that the leading 

strand is rich in guanine and thymine, and the lagging strand, in cytosine and adenine.  

The asymmetry is observed even at the level of codons and amino acids (PERRIERE 

et al. 1996, MCINERNEY 1998, LAFAY et al. 1999, MACKIEWICZ et al. 1999b, ROCHA et 

al. 1999a, ROMERO et al. 2000). This kind of asymmetry generally does not exist in 

archaeal genomes (MRAZEK, KARLIN 1998, GRIGORIEV 1998, MCLEAN et al. 1998) and 

was found only in some of them (SALZBERG et al. 1998, LOPEZ et al. 1999, 2000). 

Analyses of eukaryotic genomes do not show the asymmetry on a large scale (MRAZEK, 

KARLIN 1998, GRIGORIEV 1998, GIERLIK et al. 2000), although some specific 

asymmetry in subtelomeric regions of yeast chromosomes was observed (GIERLIK et al. 

2000, see also GRIGORIEV 1998). 

The asymmetry is so strong that it can come to assistance in experimental searches 

for the origin and terminus of replication (e.g. QIN et al. 1999, PICARDEAU et al. 1999, 

2000, ZAWILAK  et al. 2001). 
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1.3. Mechanisms generating asymmetry 

A substitution in one DNA strand is reflected by a change in the complementary 

strand. However, to understand the origin and meaning of asymmetry, it is important to 

find where, and how the primary changes occur which lead to different substitutions in 

different regions of the chromosome. 

Mechanisms that could introduce asymmetry into DNA strands have been discussed 

many times (see for review: FRANCINO, OCHMAN 1997, MRAZEK, KARLIN 1998, 

FRANK, LOBRY 1999, KARLIN 1999, TILLIER, COLLINS 2000a, KOWALCZUK et al. 

2001a). Nucleotide composition of a sequence is shaped by two different and sometimes 

opposite forces: mutational and selection pressures. Generally, they include mutational 

pressures on DNA during replication and transcription, selection forces positioning 

genes and signal sequences nonrandomly in the chromosome, and protein coding 

constraints on coding sequences. 

 

1.3.1. Replication-associated mutational pressure 

An important structural feature of the DNA molecule is that the two strands are 

antiparallel. Together with the properties of replication mechanisms, it has very 

significant genetic implications. DNA strands can be synthesised only in one direction: 

from the 5' to 3' end. Because the strands are antiparallel and replication forks move 

along the maternal double strand molecule, the two new strands have to be synthesised 

by different mechanisms and different replication-associated mutational pressures may 

influence their nucleotide composition. After many generations, parity rules type 2 

should not be in force in such DNA molecules (see Table 1, the composition of the 

replichores of the B. burgdorferi chromosome).  

Synthesis of one strand, called the leading strand, is continuous, while synthesis of 

the other strand, called the lagging strand, has short intermediates named Okazaki 

fragments (OKAZAKI  et al. 1968). Differences between the synthesis of the strands have 

been reviewed by FRANK and LOBRY (1999). In Escherichia coli both DNA strands are 

synthesised by symmetric core enzymes (Pol III holoenzyme, BAKER, WICKNER 1992, 

MARIANS 1992, YUZHAKOV et al. 1996), and therefore base incorporation and 

proofreading should be the same for both strands. However, the enzyme complexes 

differ in processivity (tendency to remain on a single template, MARIANS 1992). The 
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leading strand complex needs to be more processive to remain on the template, while 

the lagging strand complex needs to dissociate more often, which facilitates excision of 

a mismatch by some cellular exonuclease (FIJALKOWSKA, SCHAAPER 1996). Thus, the 

lagging strand synthesis should be more faithful. Also, the strands may differ in 

stepwise progression speed and mismatch repair mechanisms (RADMAN  1998). The 

lagging strand polymerase should synthesise DNA faster to compensate for the time of 

its recycling, so more errors may be committed in the process, but on the other hand the 

discontinuous replication provides nicks in DNA, which are required by mismatch 

repair, so the lagging strand repair could be more efficient. Experimental analyses of the 

relative fidelity of the leading and lagging strand replication have given contradictory 

results (e.g. compare IWAKI  et al. 1996 and FIJALKOWSKA et al. 1998). Generally, in 

experiments lagging strands seem more prone to mutations (e.g. TRINH, SINDEN 1991, 

BASIC-ZANINOVIC et al. 1992, VEAUTE, FUCHS 1993; ROBERTS et al. 1994, THOMAS et 

al. 1996). However, these results should be carefully considered, because the 

experiments were performed in specific conditions, e.g. the strains used in the studies 

were deficient in proofreading or mismatch repair. 

A theory (named the cytosine deamination theory) that explains the influence of 

replication-associated mutational pressure on asymmetry was presented by FRANK and 

LOBRY (1999). During replication, stretches of the leading strand that are the template 

for the newly synthesised lagging strand are temporarily single-stranded. In this state 

the template is more exposed to damage and mutations (similarly to the sense strand 

during transcription). The most frequent mutation is deamination of cytosine and its 

homologue 5-methylcytosine to uracile (ECHOLS, GOODMAN 1991, LINDAHL 1993, 

KREUTZER, ESSIGMANN 1998). Uracile may be converted to thymine, which leads in 

consequence to C:7�WUDQVLWLRQ��,W�ZDV�IRXQG�WKDW�F\WRVLQH�GHDPLQDWHV�����WLPHV�IDVWHU�

in single-stranded DNA than in double-stranded (FREDERICO et al. 1990). This transition 

explains the excess of guanine and thymine in the leading strand, and adenine and 

cytosine in the lagging strand. The increase in the number of thymines is associated 

with a decrease in the number of cytosines. When the number of cytosines decreases, 

the percentage of guanines increases in the leading strand. Thus, in the leading strand 

the prevalence of thymine and guanine is observed. In the lagging strand, 

complementary to the leading one, prevalence of adenine and cytosine is observed. A 

similar result is given by a less common A:*� WUDQVLWLRQ� ZKLFK� UHVXOWV� IURP�

deamination of adenine to hypoxantine (LINDAHL  1993). Hypoxantine binds preferably 
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with cytosine, which leads to the increase of guanine in the leading strand. The decrease 

in the number of adenines results in the increase in the percentage of thymine, and in the 

opposite changes in the complementary, lagging strand – increase of adenine and 

cytosine. The deamination theory gives an especially convincing explanation of 

asymmetry in mitochondrial (TANAKA , OZAWA 1994, REYES et al. 1998) and viral 

genomes (GRIGORIEV 1998, 1999). 

 

1.3.2. Transcription-associated mutational pressure 

The genetic information stored in DNA can also be read only in one direction: from 

the 5' to 3' end. However, there are six possible reading frames and the transcribed 

strand of a gene may be located in the same or opposite direction to the replication fork 

movement (on the leading or lagging strand). Because genes are not distributed 

uniformly in the chromosome, and coding and non-coding strands are treated differently 

by transcription, PR2 may be violated.  

A potential cause of asymmetry may also be deamination of methylated cytosines 

which leads to thymines. Some authors have claimed that this type of substitution 

differentiates sense and antisense strands of coding sequences, and that transcription 

mechanisms introduce the asymmetry into DNA strands (FRANCINO et al. 1996, 

FRANCINO, OCHMAN 1997, FREEMAN et al. 1998). During transcription a part of the 

nontranscribed DNA strand is exposed and more prone to deamination (BELETSKII, 

BHAGWAT 1996), while the other strand is protected by the enzymatic transcription 

complex and by transcription-coupled repair that preferentially repairs pyrimidine 

dimers (MELLON, HANAWALT  1989, HANAWALT  1991). Some experiments have proved 

that the frequency of mutations introduced into the non-transcribed DNA strand is 

higher than into the transcribed one (FRANCINO et al. 1996). 

 

1.3.3. Unequal distribution of genes and oligomers on chromosome 

Transcription-associated mutational pressure alone does not distinguish between the 

leading and lagging strand. However, if highly transcribed genes are preferably located 

on one strand, the bias between strands should be generated in coding sequences and in 

the intergenic regions that are partly transcribed. 
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There are preferences for transcribing DNA strands in the direction of replication, 

rather than in the inverse direction, possibly to avoid collisions between replication and 

transcription complexes (BREWER 1988). In Mycoplasma genitalium, M. pneumoniae 

and Bacillus subtilis over 75% of genes are located on the leading strands (FRASER et al. 

1995, HIMMELREICH et al. 1996, KUNST et al. 1997). Hence, transcription-associated 

mutational pressure may contribute to the leading/lagging strand asymmetry. However, 

in the E. coli chromosome the bias is relatively low  and only 54% of coding sequences 

are located on the leading strand (BLATTNER et al. 1997), so it cannot account for the 

asymmetry observed in that chromosome.  

It has also been found that in prokaryotic chromosomes usually the majority of 

highly expressed genes are located on the leading strand. Those genes use a small subset 

of specific codons (GOUY, GAUTIER 1982, SHARP, LI 1987), which may contribute to 

the asymmetry observed. TILLIER and COLLINS (2000a) tried to estimate the 

contribution of transcription to asymmetry by analysing Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) 

values of genes. They found that genes with the highest and lowest CAI did not account 

for the correlation of base composition skew with replication orientation, and these 

skews were not completely explained by the selection for highly expressed genes on the 

leading strand. However, these analyses assumed that CAI value (which actually 

measures translation level/intensity) corresponded to transcription level/intensity, which 

may not be true. Only experimental research can provide evidence that genes on the 

leading strand are more intensively transcribed than genes on the lagging strand. 

Leading- and lagging-strand-specific codon usage has been observed in Borrelia 

burgdorferi, Treponema pallidum and Chlamydia trachomatis (MCINERNEY 1998; 

LAFAY et al. 1999, ROCHA et al. 1999a, ROMERO et al. 2000). However, because the 

presumably highly expressed genes in those genomes do not differ in codon usage from 

other genes located on the same strand, some authors conclude that the two different 

patterns are the result of replication-associated mutational pressure and not selection, 

and codon usage is strand-specific and not correlated with the level of expression 

(MCINERNEY 1998; LAFAY et al. 1999).  

Oligomers that are over-represented on one of the strands could contribute to DNA 

asymmetry. For example, Chi sequence 5’ GCTGGTGG 3’, which is a recombinational 

hot spot, is located preferentially on the leading strand of the E. coli chromosome 

(BLATTNER et al. 1997). SALZBERG et al. (1998) observed skewed distribution of some 

oligomers on leading and lagging strands. In B. burgdorferi, T. pallidum, E. coli, B. 
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subtilis and other genomes 7-, 8-, and 9-mers are statistically significantly skewed and 

are helpful in finding the origin and terminus of replication. The nucleotide composition 

of these oligomers is correlated with the most abundant codons in those genomes, 

although they do not occur preferentially within coding regions. Their asymmetry is 

much stronger than the inequality in the distribution of coding sequences. Their function 

is unknown but they are expected to play a role as biological signals in replication and 

transcription (ROCHA et al. 1998), so their distribution should be subject to selection. 

However, Chi-sites make up only 0.25 % of the E. coli chromosome and are not likely 

to be an important source for global base composition asymmetry (FRANK, LOBRY 

1999), which is further supported by analyses of several genomes by TILLIER and 

COLLINS (2000a). Removal of all skewed octamer sequences from the E. coli and 

Haemophilus influenzae chromosomes gave reduced asymmetry but did not eliminate it. 

Apparently skewed oligomers are not the main source of asymmetry.  

 

1.3.4. Protein coding constraints on coding sequences 

Coding for proteins requires a specific nucleotide composition. It has been long 

known that coding strands of genes are rich in purines (e.g. SHEPHERD 1981, SMITHIES 

et al. 1981, KARLIN, BURGE 1995, FRANCINO et al. 1996, CEBRAT et al. 1997a, FREEMAN 

et al. 1998). DNA sequences which code for proteins have a triplet structure. Each 

position in the codon has specific preferences in nucleotide composition (WONG, 

CEDERGREN 1986, ZHANG, ZHANG 1991, GUTIERREZ et al. 1996, MRAZEK, KARLIN 

1998, CEBRAT et al. 1997b, 1998, MCLEAN et al. 1998, WANG 1998), which suggests 

that it plays a unique role and remains under a specific selection pressure. Generally, the 

first codon positions of protein coding sequences are rich in adenine and guanine and 

the second are rich in adenine and cytosine. The asymmetry between coding and non-

coding strands of genes is so strong that it can be used to successfully discriminate 

between coding and non-coding sequences (CEBRAT et al. 1997a, 1997b, 1998).  

There are many mechanisms that contribute to the specific composition of genes. 

The common presence of purines in the sense strand is favoured by evolution because 

they are less prone to mutations than pyrimidines (especially dimers) (HUTCHINSON 

1996). During transcription the sense strand is more exposed than the antisense strand 

which is preferably repaired by removal of pyrimidine dimers (MELLON, HANAWALT 
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1989, HANAWALT 1991). Therefore selection should increase the purine content of the 

coding strand (FREEMAN et al. 1998, FRANK, LOBRY 1999). 

Furthermore, the base composition of the first and second positions in codons 

reflects the high usage of acidic amino acids coded by GAN (asparagine and 

glutamine), (KARLIN, MRAZEK 1996) and GNN (glycine, alanine and valine) (KARLIN et 

al. 1992). The second codon position determines the polarity of the encoded amino acid 

and its change may have a detrimental effect on the protein.  

Periodical codon composition pattern (GCU)n plays a role in mRNA-rRNA 

interaction during translation in the ribosome (TRIFONOV 1987, 1992, LAGUNEZ-OTERO, 

TRIFONOV 1992). Guanines in the first codon positions interact with periodically 

distributed cytosines in rRNA and ensure the correct reading frame during translation.  

Third codon positions are degenerated and most substitutions in them are silent. 

These substitutions are not necessarily neutral. They may change the rate of translation 

of the product (IKEMURA 1981, BENNETZEN, HALL 1982, SHARP, COWE 1991). 

However, selection on third positions in codons is the weakest and the effect of 

mutational pressure should be observed in them.  

If coding sequences are in the same number on both leading and lagging strands, 

their compositional bias should be cancelled out. Otherwise, if they are not randomly 

distributed on chromosome, they can contribute to the global asymmetry (asymmetry of 

the whole chromosome). 

 

1.3.5. Relative contribution of different factors to DNA asymmetry 

Although there are many different and sometimes contradictory hypotheses and 

opinions about the influence of asymmetry, it is possible to draw some conclusions. The 

impact of uneven gene distribution on global asymmetry is different in various 

genomes. TILLIER, COLLINS (2000a) have assessed the relative contribution of gene 

orientation in many genomes to base composition asymmetry. In some genomes the 

influence of gene bias is opposite to that resulting from mutational pressure (MCLEAN et 

al. 1998, TILLIER, COLLINS 2000a). Highly expressed genes and signal sequences 

contribute to the bias only to a very small extent. The replication-associated mutational 

pressure is the most significant factor of the observed asymmetry. Some authors 

(CEBRAT et al. 1999, MACKIEWICZ et al. 1999a, 1999b, 1999c, TILLIER, COLLINS 2000a) 

have filtered by different methods the influence of replication from other mechanisms. 
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Although the degree of influence of transcription-associated mutational pressure still 

remains open, it seems that it is weaker than the influence of replication (FRANK, 

LOBRY 1999). The time of single-stranded state is shorter for the coding strand than for 

the lagging strand template. Deaminations in the sense strand cause only premutagenic 

lesions that have to wait for the next round of replication to become fixed and during 

this time can be repaired. The uracile resulting from deaminations of cytosine occurring 

in the lagging strand template is almost immediately paired with an incoming adenine in 

the synthesis of the lagging strand.  

Furthermore, the influence of transcription on asymmetry may be consistent with 

the influence of replication-associated mutational pressure, because deamination of 

cytosine occurs both in the lagging strand template during replication, and during 

transcription in the coding strands, which are preferably located on the leading strand.  

 

 

1.4. Rate of evolution of genes located on leading and 

lagging strands 

 

1.4.1. Comparisons of orthologs from closely related genomes 

Replication-associated mutational pressure is strong enough to influence gene 

evolution and rearrangements. A way to observe the influence of replication direction 

on gene evolution is to compare pairs of orthologs from closely related genomes. LAFAY 

et al. (1999) compared codon and amino acid usage between leading and lagging strand 

genes of B. burgdorferi and T. pallidum. Despite species-specific G+C content and 

chromosome structure and organisation, they found similar G-T versus A-C biases 

between the leading and lagging strands in these two species. The biases were found at 

the level of nucleotides, codons, and amino acids. The orthologs that have switched 

strands have adapted their codon and amino acid usage to their new strand and have the 

same codon usage as the genes of the new strand.  

TILLIER and COLLINS (2000c), who compared orthologs from Chlamydia 

trachomatis and Chlamydia pneumoniae, also observed that the genes that switched the 

strand have acquired the skew of their current strand. Comparison of amino acid 

similarity and identity between the orthologs showed that the switched genes were on 
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average more diverged that the nonswitched ones. Changing the replication direction 

significantly changed the amino acid sequence and affected evolution of these 

sequences. Thus the substitutions resulting from mutational pressure are not neutral. 

SZCZEPANIK et al. (2001) have measured differences in the rate of divergence 

between genes lying on the leading strand, lagging strand, and genes which changed 

their positions on chromosome during evolution. Analyses have been performed on 

12,645 orthologs derived from 11 eubacterial genomes showing evident compositional 

asymmetry between leading and lagging strands. In almost all cases the distances 

between genomes measured by the divergence of orthologs from the lagging strand are 

statistically significantly larger than the distances counted on the basis of the leading 

strand orthologs. Apparently the orthologs situated on lagging strands diverge quicker 

than the orthologs situated on leading strands. This phenomenon can be explained either 

by a higher mutation rate on the lagging strand, or by stronger selection on the more 

conserved genes located on the leading strand (SZCZEPANIK et al. 2001). For closely 

related genomes the rate of divergence between the orthologs located on different 

strands is even greater than that of the lagging strand orthologs. The genes which have 

switched the strand recently are under a greater mutational pressure and diverge very 

quickly. The differences in the rate of divergence are significant enough to affect the 

structure of phylogenetic trees constructed on the basis of leading and lagging strand 

orthologs (SZCZEPANIK et al. 2001). Different mutational pressures on the two DNA 

strands group genes into slower and faster evolving groups. It may play an important 

role in adaptation to the quickly changing environment. 

 

1.4.2. Rearrangements in genomes 

MACKIEWICZ et al. (2001a) have found a method to determine which of two 

orthologs located on different strands has actually been relocated. Two pairs of highly 

asymmetric genomes were analysed, C. trachomatis vs. C. pneumoniae, and B. 

burgdorferi vs. T. pallidum. CG and AT skews were measured for each analysed gene 

as well as mean values and standard deviations for all leading and lagging strand genes 

in each genome. The gene whose GC and AT skews were more distant from the mean 

for its current strand was considered switched. The authors have found that genes have 

been relatively more often transferred from lagging to leading DNA strands than vice 

versa. That may be because the more conserved genes from the leading strand can 
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tolerate fewer substitutions which change their amino-acid composition and codon 

usage when affected by a higher mutational pressure after inversion. Highly expressed 

genes seem to be more sensitive to discrimination control through codon usage (i.e. 

IKEMURA 1981, GOUY, GAUTIER 1982, SHARP, LI 1987). Moreover, the possible 

collisions between transcription and replication complexes may be more deleterious for 

highly expressed genes switched from the leading to lagging strand (MCINERNEY 1998).  

The most specific rearrangements occur around the origin of replication (SUYAMA , 

BORK 2001, EISEN et al. 2000, READ et al. 2000, TILLIER, COLLINS 2000b). In closely 

related genomes, many orthologs coding for the same function remain at the same 

distance and orientation to the origin or terminus of replication, but they can be 

positioned on either of the two replichores. This property gives a specific picture when 

the positions of genes in one genome are plotted against the positions of their homologs 

in a closely related genome. TILLIER and COLLINS (2000b) have argued that the 

structure of replication forks, which are hot-spots of recombination, is responsible for 

that picture. However, the strand and distance from the origin of replication may be as 

well conserved by selection (MACKIEWICZ et al. 2001b). Firstly, the distance from the 

origin of replication determines copy number of a gene in bacteria whose generation 

time is shorter than replication period. In those cells the newly replicated origins initiate 

the next round of replication before the end of the previous round. Thus, in the cell there 

are several copies of genes proximal to the origin. Highly and lowly expressed genes 

should be located in optimal distances from the origin (LIU, SANDERSON 1995, 1996). 

Secondly, transfer of a gene to the opposite strand increases mutational pressure on that 

gene, as mentioned above, and thus should be selected against. Thirdly, there is a trend 

to keep both replichores the same size (LIU, SANDERSON 1996), possibly because that 

ensures the shortest time of replication of the genome. 

 

1.5. Effects of mutational and selection pressures 

The biased substitutions occurring during replication and transcription are the 

mutational pressure on the sequence. To see the pure effect of the mutational pressure, 

one must find sequences which are free from selection. Sequences are in equilibrium 

with the mutational pressure when the general composition of the evolving DNA 

sequence corresponds to the substitution frequencies and it does not change any more. 

In equilibrium, the number of a given nucleotide substituted by other nucleotides is 
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balanced by the number of that nucleotide substituting the other nucleotides. The 

following four equations must be fulfilled: 

NA:*+NA:&+NA:7=NG:$+NC:$+NT:$       

NG:$+NG:&+NG:7=NA:*+NC:*+NT:*       

NC:$+NC:*+NC:7=NA:&+NG:&+NT:&       

NT:$+NT:*+NT:&=NA:7+NG:7+NC:7       

where NA:* =NA*p(NA:*), NA is the number of adenines in the sequence, p(NA:*) 

is the probability of substitution of A by G, other symbols – respectively. After a long 

enough evolution time, the general composition of the evolving DNA sequence should 

not change any more, while the divergence between the original sequence and the 

evolved sequence should approximate the value which can be calculated directly from 

its nucleotide composition and is described by the equation: 

D=1-(A0*At +T0*Tt + G0*Gt + C0*Ct) 

where subscripts 0 ant t denote the fractions of nucleotides in the original sequence 

and the sequence evolved during the time t, respectively. 

Most sequences in the genome are selected depending on where the mutation 

occurred and how it changed the fitness of the organism. Selection pressure positions 

genes in optimal regions of the genome and eliminates some mutations while it accepts 

others. When a sequence has adapted to the selection pressure, its general nucleotide 

composition stops changing, but the sequence is in the steady state, far from 

equilibrium. The distance between a given sequence and the sequence in equilibrium 

with the mutational pressure is the measure of selection pressure.  
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2. Aims of the Study 

The present study was designed to investigate the relationship between mutational 

and selection pressures and location of the Borrelia burgdorferi genes on the 

chromosome. The objective of this study was to estimate the frequencies of 

substitutions which generate the asymmetry observed in the B. burgdorferi chromosome 

and to separate the effect of mutational pressure from the effect of selection. 

The specific aims were to:  

• analyse the asymmetry in nucleotide composition of the leading and lagging 

DNA strands,  

• separate different factors contributing to the asymmetry,  

• visualise and measure the asymmetry,  

• find sequences which are in equilibrium with the mutational pressure, 

• determine frequencies of the twelve kinds of substitutions which generate 

the asymmetry, 

• study the influence of the asymmetry on gene evolution.  
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3. Materials and Methods 

3.1. Borrelia burgdorferi  species 

Borrelia is a spiral-shaped, gram-negative bacterium with 7 to 11 periplasmic 

IODJHOOD�� ,W� YDULHV� IURP���� WR�����P� LQ� OHQJWK� DQG����� WR������P� LQ�ZLGWK� �BARBOUR, 

HAYES 1986).  

Borrelia burgdorferi was first isolated from the hard tick Ixodes scapularis by 

BURGDORFER et al. (1982) and recognized as the agent of Lyme disease. Further 

molecular analyses of different isolates have shown that Borrelia burgdorferi is in fact a 

group of related species, which are now referred to as “Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato”. 

This group includes B. burgdorferi sensu stricto and B. garinii (BARANTON et al. 1992), 

B. afzelii (BARANTON et al. 1992, CANICA et al. 1993), B. japonica (KAWABATA  et al. 

1993), B. andersonii (MARCONI et al. 1995), B. tanukii and B. turdi (FUKUNAGA et al. 

1996), B. valaisiana (WANG et al. 1997), B. lusitaniae (LE FLECHE et al. 1997) and B. 

bissettii (POSTIC et al. 1998). Not all of them have been shown directly to cause human 

disease; the three major pathogenic species are B. burgdorferi sensu stricto, B. garinii, 

and B. afzelii (see WANG et al. 1999 for review). 

 

3.2. Borrelia burgdorferi  genome  

Only one Borrelia genome has been sequenced so far, that of Borrelia burgdorferi 

sensu stricto strain B31. The genome contains a linear chromosome of 910,725 base 

pairs (bp), (FRASER et al. 1997), and 12 linear and 9 circular plasmids of combined 

length of 610,694 bp (CASJENS et al. 2000).  

In this study only the linear chromosome was analysed. The chromosome contains 

853 ORFs (852,486 bp total). 564 ORFs are located on the leading strand (560,553 bp) 

and 286 are located on the lagging strand (291,933 bp) Intergenic sequences are 

102,009 bp in length. This number does not add up with the total length of ORFs, 

because some ORFs overlap.  The chromosome is replicated bidirectionally from the 

middle, which was suggested by its genetic organization (OLD et al. 1993) and GC skew 

(FRASER et al. 1997), and confirmed experimentally by PICARDEAU et al. (1999). 

Chromosome sequence and information about coding regions of the B. burgdorferi 

chromosome were obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology Information, 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/. 
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3.3. Analysis of DNA asymmetry 

3.3.1. Walks along the chromosome 

The idea of a walk is that a virtual walker moves along a DNA sequence and its 

movement is depicted on a two dimensional graph. The direction of the movement 

depends on the type of nucleotide visited. There are many kinds of walks. For example, 

a prevalence of adenine in the sequence can be analysed. The whole chromosome is 

divided into fragments (or windows) in which the number of adenines is counted. The 

walker goes up if there are more adenines in the fragment than the average for the 

chromosome, and down if there are fewer adenines than expected. The value of the 

walker jump for a given fragment is calculated from the equation: 

- 1 ) /
1

= − ×> @ � � ,  where: 

J = the value of the walker jump; 

N - the number of adenines in the analysed fragment; 

    )
1

 - the frequency of the occurrence of adenine in the set of all analysed 

fragments; 

L - length of the analysed fragment (window) in base pairs (bp). The lower limit 

of length is L = 1. 

The values of the walker jumps are shown on the graph, where X-axis indicates the 

location of each fragment on chromosome, and Y-axis shows J, or the relative 

cumulative difference between the real number adenines and the expected number if 

adenine was uniformly distributed along the analysed sequence. Because the sequence 

is divided into hundreds of fragments, the points that represent them on the graph form 

a continuous-looking line. If the line goes up, it means that the chromosome region is 

rich in adenine, if it goes down it means that adenine is underrepresented in the region. 

The following sequences have been analysed: 

~ whole Watson strand of the chromosome, divided into fragments of equal 

length (153 bp), 

~ subsequent intergenic sequences (located outside the ORFs in the database), 

~ three sequences: of the first, second, and third positions in codons in all 

ORFs spliced, 

~ in some walks sequences of ORFs transcribed from leading and lagging 

strands are analysed separately (which makes six sequences). 
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The above sequences have been analysed with different kinds of walks (CEBRAT, 

DUDEK, 1998, MACKIEWICZ et al. 1999b). Generally, the above equation has been used 

with different variables and modifications: 

~ walks on nucleotides, [A], [T], [G], and [C]. Here N is the number of the 

analysed nucleotide in the fragment, and F is the frequency of the 

occurrence of the nucleotide in the set of all analysed fragments, 

~ proportion of the number of nucleotides within coding sequences to whole 

chromosome (coding density). Here N is the number of nucleotides which in 

the analysed fragment of Watson or Crick strand are inside coding 

sequences, F is the number of nucleotides in all analysed coding sequences, 

and L is the length of the analysed chromosome fragment in bp,  

~ codon composition of genes; here N is the number of codons coding for a 

given amino acid in the analysed ORF sequence, and F is the frequency of 

the analysed group of synonymous codons in the whole set of coding 

sequences. 

~ walks on differences [A]-[T] and [G]-[C]. The walker jump is: 

  J=N-Nav, 

where N is the value of the difference [A]-[T] or [G]-[C] in the analysed 

fragment, and Nav is the average value for the whole sequence. Often, this 

kind of walk gives a much clearer picture than analysing nucleotides 

separately, 

~ similarly, proportion of purines [P] to pyrimidines [Y] in the third positions 

in codons of coding sequences is analysed. The walks are done separately 

for the third positions in two-fold and four-fold degenerated codons. Here N 

is [P]-[Y] counted for third positions of two-fold or four-fold degenerated 

codons in the analysed sequence, and Nav is the mean value of [P]-[Y] in the 

set of coding sequences. 

To compare walks on sequences of different length, J values were divided by the 

length of the whole analysed sequence (normalised). 
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3.3.2. Subtraction and Addition of DNA walks 

Mechanisms that introduce asymmetry into DNA strands can be divided into two 

groups: the ones that treat the two complementary strands oppositely, and the ones that 

have the same influence on both strands. The first group of mechanisms are connected 

with replication of chromosome, the second group mainly with transcription. 

Transformations of DNA walks enable distinguishing between these effects (CEBRAT et 

al. 1999, MACKIEWICZ et. al. 1999a,b,c).  

The asymmetries introduced by replication-associated mechanisms into the leading 

and lagging DNA strands are of reciprocal sign. Thus, subtracting DNA walks done on 

complementary strands enhances the picture of replication-associated asymmetry. In the 

analysis of coding sequences, J values of ORFs located on the Crick strand were 

multiplied by (-1) and cumulated with the J values calculated for ORFs located on the 

Watson strand, in the order in which they appeared on chromosome. In the analysis of 

noncoding sequences and the whole chromosome, the analysed fragments were read 

alternately from the Watson or Crick strand. 

When DNA walks on sequences situated on W strand are added to DNA walks 

performed on sequences from C strand, the reciprocal values of replication-associated 

asymmetry compensate each other and disappear, leaving the effect of asymmetry 

introduced by other mechanisms. To add walks, J values of sequences located on C 

strand were cumulated with the values J calculated for sequences located on W strand, 

accordingly to their location on chromosome.  

 

3.3.3. Spiders 

In another version of DNA walk, the walker analyses not [A], [T], [G] or [C] 

separately, but all four nucleotides during one walk. The walker goes up if there is a 

prevalence of guanine, down for cytosine, right for adenine and left for thymine. Thus, 

in this kind of walk the graph does not show the position on chromosome, only trends in 

the sequence. The method was used in different variants by MIZRAJI, NINIO 1985, 

GATES 1986, BERTHELSEN et al. 1992, LOBRY 1996b, and CEBRAT et al. 1997b, 1998. 

Spider walks are used here to picture protein coding sequences. Each of the three codon 

positions in a gene is analysed separately. The whole graph is called a spider and the 

three walks are called spider legs. This kind of walk can be done for single ORFs as 

well as for the sequence of spliced ORFs from the whole chromosome, here for leading- 
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and lagging strand ORFs separately. The genomic walks have been normalised to 

compare asymmetry in sequences of different length. If there are no trends in the 

analysed sequence, the path of the walker resembles Brownian motion. If a prevalence 

of a nucleotide(s) is observed in the sequence, the walk produces a long line in the 

graph.  

 

3.3.4. Angle distributions on torus surface 

The length of and the angle of the vector between the beginning of and the end of a 

spider walk can be used as parameters for further analysis of the sequence (CEBRAT et 

al. 1997b, CEBRAT, DUDEK 1998). The angle of the vector is in fact arcus tangent (A-

T)/(G-C), where A, T, G, and C are the numbers of the respective nucleotides in the 

analysed codon position of the analysed ORF. The arcus tangent is calculated to avoid 

dividing by zero and to normalize distributions. Values for the first versus second or the 

first versus third positions are presented on graphs. Because the values are angles, they 

are located on the finite surface of the torus. Each analysed sequence is a single point 

with co-ordinates of two values of asymmetry. In this way distributions of asymmetry 

of different groups of sequences can be analysed and compared. 

 

3.4.  Construction of the table of substitutions 

It is impossible to find out which substitutions generate the observed asymmetry 

simply by measuring the asymmetry itself. The asymmetric DNA composition can be 

realised by an infinite number of combinations of frequencies of the twelve possible 

nucleotide substitutions. Furthermore, protein coding sequences are not only under the 

mutational pressure typical for their location, but also are subject to selection for 

function, which mercilessly eliminates all undesirable substitutions. However, the 

intergenic sequences which are remnants of duplications of genes should accumulate all 

mutations. Their comparison with the original genes should reveal the influence of 

mutational pressure. This approach was adopted by KOWALCZUK et al. (2001b). 

Intergenic sequences longer than 90 nucleotides (arbitrarily accepted value) were 

translated into amino acids in the six possible reading frames. The amber and ochre stop 

codons were arbitrarily translated for tyrosine and opal for tryptophan, because only one 

substitution in third positions of these codons is sufficient to generate a stop. The B. 
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burgdorferi protein database was searched with the FASTA program (PEARSON, 

LIPMAN 1988) for homologs to those “proteins”. Because pseudogenes in intergenic 

space supposedly accumulate all mutations, very liberal criteria of homology were 

adopted, namely E value < 0.05. About thirty such homologs to intergenic sequences 

read from the leading strand were found among B. burgdorferi ORFs. The nucleotide 

sequences of the pairs (3737 residues total) were aligned using CLUSTAL X program 

(JEANMOUGIN et al. 1988). All the observed differences between the ORFs and their 

homologs were assumed to result from substitutions in the intergenic sequences. In that 

way the frequencies of all substitutions were found, and the average number of 

substitutions per site was 0.46. A table of mutations for the leading strand was 

constructed according to GOJOBORI et al. (1982) and FRANCINO and OCHMAN (2000), 

(Tab. 2, page 51). Since the observed substitution rates were different for each of the 

four nucleotides, corrections for multiple substitutions and reversions were introduced 

for each nucleotide separately, instead of one general correction according to KIMURA 

(1980).   
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4. Results 

4.1. DNA asymmetry  

4.1.1. Whole chromosome sequence 

Analysis of the whole Borrelia burgdorferi chromosome is shown in Fig. 1-3. 

Subsequent steps of analysis are shown on the example of a [G]-[C] walk along the 

Watson strand. Fig. 1a shows [G]-[C] values for consecutive 153-nucleotide long 

fragments of the chromosome. Around the origin of replication (vertical line) a major 

change of trend is detected. The lagging strand (the first half of the Watson strand) is 

richer in cytosine than guanine and the leading strand is richer in guanine. To clarify the 

picture, much larger windows (sequence fragments analysed) can be used (Fig. 1b), and 

they may also overlap (Fig. 1c). 
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Figure 1. An analysis of [G]-[C] in the Watson strand of the B. burgdorferi chromosome. 

The number of [G]-[C] was analysed in fragments of different length, a) 153 bp, b) 15,300 bp, c) 
overlapping 300,000 bp fragments, the step size was 10,000 bp. Y-axis indicates location of 

fragments on chromosome. 
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The observed picture depends on an arbitrarily chosen size of the window. 

Cumulative diagrams give a much clearer picture of the change of the trend (Fig. 2a). 

Here, the values [G]-[C] from Fig. 1a have been cumulated. Extrema in the plot show 

the positions of the origin (minimum) and terminus (maximum) of replication, where 

the role of DNA strands changes from the leading to lagging or vice versa. The next 

step is to recalculate the walk to finish at y=0, which eliminates the trend of the whole 

sequence and makes the leading/lagging trends even clearer (Fig. 2b). The last step of 

the analysis is to normalise the values by the length of the walk to be able to compare 

the asymmetry between different sequences (Fig. 2c).  
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Figure 2.  Cumulative diagrams for the Watson strand of the B. burgdorferi chromosome; a) 

cumulated values of [G]-[C] for consecutive 153 bp fragments of the chromosome, b) values 

from a) are detrended, according to the equation shown in the methods section, so the walk 
finishes at y=0, c) detrended values are normalized by the length of the sequence. Y-axis 

indicates location of fragments on chromosome. 
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Subtraction of walks on sequences read alternately from the Watson and Crick 

strands enhances the picture of the leading/lagging asymmetry because it eliminates the 

trends which are similar on both strands. In Fig. 3a such [G]-[C] and [A]-[T] walks are 

shown. Walks on particular nucleotides (Fig. 3b) reveal contribution of A, T, C and G to 

the chromosome asymmetry. It is clear that the lagging strand is rich in A and C, and 

the leading strand in G and T. In Fig. 4 a-b addition of walks is shown for comparison. 

The values of asymmetry are of one order of magnitude smaller.  
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Figure 3.  Subtracted DNA walks on the whole B. burgdorferi chromosome; a) walks on 

differences [A]-[T] and [G]-[C], b) walks on particular nucleotides. Y-axis indicates location on 

chromosome. 
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Figure. 4.  Added DNA walks on the whole B. burgdorferi chromosome; a) walks on 

differences [A]-[T] and [G]-[C], b) walks on particular nucleotides. Y-axis indicates location on 

chromosome. 
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4.1.2. Coding and intergenic sequences 

Cumulative walks on the first and second positions in codons of the W strand ORFs 

(Fig. 5a-b) do not show the leading/lagging trends. These trends are masked by 

nucleotide preferences specific for protein coding sequences in these codon positions, 

which are independent of the leading/lagging location of ORFs. That is why eliminating 

the coding trends is necessary in further analysis. In the first positions in codons there is 

a prevalence of A over T and of G over C, and in the second positions there is more A 

than T and more C than G. The trends observed in the third positions (Fig. 5c) are 

different for the leading and lagging halves of W strand, similarly to intergenic 

sequences (Fig. 5d). 
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Figure 5.  Cumulated values of differences [A]-[T] and [G]-[C] for consecutive protein coding 

sequences of the Watson strand of the B. burgdorferi chromosome; a) walks on first positions in 

codons, b) second positions in codons, c) third positions in codons. d) consecutive intergenic 

sequences from W strand. Y-axis indicates location of fragments on chromosome. 
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In the next step of analysis of ORFs, each jump of the walker is corrected to finish 

the whole walk at y=0 to bring out local trends (see chapter 3.3.1). In this way the 

strong coding trends are eliminated. The walks on ORFs from Crick strand have been 

subtracted from walks on ORFs from Watson strand, and also normalised by the length 

to enable comparing different sequences. Figure 6a-d shows walks on differences [A]-

[T] and [G]-[C] done on each codon position of all ORFs and on intergenic sequences. 

Figure 7a-d shows the same kind of walks done for each of the four nucleotides 

separately.  
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Figure 6.  Subtracted DNA walks on the differences [A]-[T] and [G]-[C]; a) walks on the first 

positions in codons in all ORFs, b) second positions in codons, c) third positions in codons, d) 
intergenic sequences. Y-axis indicates location on chromosome.  
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Figure 7.  Subtracted DNA walks on the particular nucleotides [A], [T], [G], and [C]; a) walks 

on the first positions in codons in all ORFs, b) second positions in codons, c) third positions in 

codons, d) intergenic sequences. Y-axis indicates location on chromosome.  

 

Subtraction of walks done on ORFs or sequences read alternately from Watson and 

Crick strands further intensifies the leading/lagging trends. Now the distinct asymmetry 

differentiating leading and lagging sequences is visible in each codon position.  

The walk on intergenic sequences (Fig. 6d) looks similar to the one for the whole 

sequence (Fig. 3a), which also clearly shows that the asymmetry is a result of 

replication and not transcription-related processes.  
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Results of addition are presented on Fig. 8-9. The asymmetry observed here is a 

result of effects which have the same influence on both leading and lagging strands, like 

transcription and coding functions. That is why addition was not done for intergenic 

sequences. In coding sequences this asymmetry is negligible. 
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Figure 8.  Added DNA walks on the differences [A]-[T] and [G]-[C]; a) walks on the first 

positions in codons, b) second positions in codons, c) third positions in codons, d) chart a) in 

the scale of Fig. 6a, i.e. subtraction of walks on first positions in codons. Y-axis indicates 

location on chromosome. 
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 Figure 9.  Added DNA walks on the particular nucleotides [A], [T], [G], and [C]; a) walks on 

the first positions in codons, b) second positions in codons, c) third positions in codons, d) chart 

a) in the scale of Fig. 7a, i.e. subtraction of walks on first positions in codons. Y-axis indicates 

location on chromosome. 

 
 

4.1.3. Spider analysis of first, second and third positions in codons 

Nucleotide preferences specific for protein coding sequences are best to be analysed 

with the so-called spiders. Figure 10a-b shows spider walks performed on two genes, 

located on leading and lagging strands, respectively, of the B. burgdorferi chromosome. 

The nucleotide preferences in each position in the codon are very apparent, because 

each spider leg goes in a different direction. The walks on first positions are similar for 

both strands, and show preference for guanine and adenine. Second positions show 

preference for C and A. Third codon positions of ORFs from leading and lagging 

strands show opposite trends, because selection pressure on them is the weakest. They 

show asymmetry introduced by replication-associated mutational pressure, which is of 

opposite sign on leading and lagging strands (MACKIEWICZ et al. 1999c). 
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Figure 10.  Spider walks on three positions in codons of two ORFs from the B. burgdorferi 

chromosome, a) a leading strand ORF BB0020, 556 codons long; b) a lagging strand ORF BB 

0040, 598 codons long. 

 

A spider done for an intergenic sequence read from the leading strand (Fig. 11a) 

shows no triplet structure of the sequence, but only abundance of G and T. Some 

intergenic sequences, however, have retained triplet structure and resemblance to 

protein coding ORFs (Fig. 11b). Note that all the legs are tilted towards the intergenic 

sequences trend. Such intergenic sequences are probably derived from coding sequences 

that were duplicated, lost their function, and began to accumulate nucleotide 

substitutions typical for their current strand. 
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Figure 11.  Spider walks on two intergenic sequences read from the leading strand,           

a) located between ORFs BB0472 and BB0473, 220 triplets long; b) located between ORFs 

BB0521 and BB0522, 139 triplets long. 
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The same trends, but considerably stronger, are visible on the level of the whole 

chromosome. Fig. 12 shows spider legs for the spliced sequences of all leading- and 

lagging strand ORFs as well as mirror walks on intergenic sequences read from the 

leading and lagging strands. The walks have been normalised by the length to compare 

different sequences. 

 

Figure 12.  Spider walks on first, second and third positions in codons in spliced ORFs 

located on leading strands (blue) and lagging strands (green), and mirror walks on intergenic 

sequences, read from leading strands (blue) and from lagging strands (green).  

 

 

4.1.4. Distributions of ORFs on torus surface 

Similarities between ORFs can be also visualised as their distributions on the 

surface of the torus. Fig. 13a shows distribution of all ORFs, arctan([A-T]/[G-C]) for 

the first versus second positions in codons, and Fig. 13b shows first versus third 

positions. ORFs that group in specific regions of the graph have similar asymmetry. On 

the latter graph ORFs from the leading and lagging strands form two distinct sets. It is 

enough to measure asymmetry in nucleotide composition to be able to discriminate 

between ORFs from leading and lagging strands. 
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Figure 13. Distributions of ORFs on torus surface. Each ORF is represented by a point with 

co-ordinates of values of asymmetry (or angles of spider legs) of a) first versus second positions 

in codons; b) first versus third positions in codons 

 

4.1.5. Coding density 

DNA walks can be used to analyse distribution of ORFs on the chromosome. The 

walker analyses Watson and Crick strands separately. It moves up if the analysed 

nucleotide belongs to a coding sequence on the given strand, and down when the 

analysed nucleotide is between ORFs on the analysed strand. When walks done for 

Watson and Crick strand are subtracted, the resulting graph shows differences in the 

number of ORFs between the strands (Fig. 14a). In the first half of the chromosome 

there are more ORFs on the Crick strand, while in the second half – on the Watson 

strand. These halves of the chromosome are the leading strand, where the majority of 

ORFs are located in most bacterial genomes. When the walks are added, the graph 

shows differences between different regions of the chromosome (Fig. 14b).  
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Figure 14.  Analysis of coding density (proportion of the number of nucleotides within 

coding sequences to whole chromosome); a) subtraction of walks on Watson and Crick strands, 

b) addition of walks. 
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4.1.6. Codon composition of genes 

As has been shown above, the leading – lagging asymmetry is present in each 

position in the codon, and is strongest in the third position. Transitions in this position 

do not change the sense of the encoded amino acid (with two exceptions, see the table 

of the genetic code, page 17), however transversions in two-fold degenerated codons do. 

[P]-[Y] walks on the third positions of two-fold degenerated codons in ORFs from 

Watson strand were subtracted from similar walks done on ORFs from Crick strand. 

Respective walks were done for four-fold degenerated codons. The resulting graph 

shows the difference in the occurrence of purines and pyrimidines, thus the difference in 

the number of accepted transversions in third positions in codons (Fig.15).  
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Figure 15.  Walks on differences of purines and pyrimidines [P]-[Y] on the third positions in 

codons, done of two-fold and four-fold degenerated codons separately. 

 

The leading/lagging asymmetry is seen also on the level of amino acid composition 

of proteins. Subtracted walks on groups of synonymous codons (for the same amino 

acid) show asymmetric distribution of most of them (Fig. 16). Generally, G and T-rich 

codons prevail on the leading, and A and C-rich ones on the lagging strand. 
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Figure 16.  Subtracted walks on synonymous codons of the twenty amino acids. Each chart 

shows distribution of codons coding for a given amino acid. G and T-rich codons are used more 

often on the leading strand, and C and A-rich ones on the lagging strand. Thus, most amino 

acids are preferentially encoded in specific regions of chromosome. 
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4.2. Analysis of the table of substitutions 

 

4.2.1. Borrelia burgdorferi  table of substitutions (BbTs) 

The most interesting result of the present work is the empirical model, or table of 

frequencies of the twelve kinds substitutions. The frequencies comprise the mutational 

pressure which is exerted on the leading strand of the chromosome during replication.  

 

 To: 

 A T G C 

A - 0.103 0.067 0.023 

T 0.065 - 0.035 0.035 

G 0.164 0.116 - 0.015 

F
ro

m
: 

C 0.070 0.261 0.047 - 

 

Table 2.  Borrelia burgdorferi table of substitutions (BbTs). Frequencies of substitutions in 
the leading strand of the B. burgdorferi chromosome. All frequencies sum up to 1. 

 

4.2.2. Analytical studies 

The obtained table of frequencies of the twelve kinds of substitutions (BbTs, Tab. 

2) can be quickly tested analytically. The question is how nucleotide composition of a 

sequence changes under the influence of the table. First, equimolar composition 

(A:T:G:C = 0.25:0.25:0.25:0.25) was gradually altered accordingly to the frequencies of 

substitutions in the BbTs. The changes of nucleotide composition in time are shown in 

bold lines in Fig. 17. Also, nucleotide composition of the third positions in codons of 

the leading strand genes of B. burgdorferi was put under the mutational pressure of the 

table. The results are shown in fine lines in Fig. 17. After a number of steps, the 

originally equimolar sequence has the composition of the sequence of the third codon 

positions, while the composition of the sequence of the third positions remains 

unchanged.  
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Figure 17. Analytical studies of the influence of the table of the 12 substitutions (BbTs) on 

fractions of nucleotides in a sequence. A3, T3, G3 and C3 (bold lines) are the fractions of 
respective nucleotides in third positions in codons of the B. burgdorferi leading strand ORFs. A 

eq, T eq, G eq and C eq (fine lines) are fractions of nucleotides in equimolar sequence (initially 
A=T=G=C). In time, frequencies of nucleotides in the equimolar sequence change into 

frequencies typical for the third positions in codons, while the third positions remain unchanged. 

 

4.2.3. Computer simulations 

The table of substitutions was further tested in computer simulations, using software 

written by M. R. Dudek. The sequence was analysed nucleotide by nucleotide, and 

nucleotides were chosen for mutation with a probability pmut. After a nucleotide was 

chosen, it was substituted with the probability dictated by the BbTs. Thus, not every 

chosen nucleotide was substituted. By this method, it is possible to count each 

substitution that took place during the consecutive Monte Carlo Steps (MCS) of the 

evolution of the sequence, as well as the differences accumulated in each step between 

the mutated and the original sequences. Two sequences were analysed: a computer-

generated random DNA sequence with equimolar nucleotide composition, and the 

sequence of spliced ORFs from the leading strand. These sequences were put under the 

mutational pressure of BbTs. Changes in the nucleotide composition of first, second and 

third codon positions of the ORF sequence during the computer simulations are shown 

bold lines in Fig. 18a-c, and the equimolar sequence in Fig. 18d. Composition of third 

positions in codons of the leading strand ORFs is shown in fine lines for comparison.  
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Figure 18.  Results of simulations of evolution of DNA sequences under the influence of 

BbTs (bold lines); a), b), c) numbers of A, T, G, and C in  first, second and third codon positions 
of spliced leading strand ORFs from the B. burgdorferi genome, d) evolution of equimolar 

sequence of the length of one third of the spliced ORFs sequence. Fine lines show the 

nucleotide composition of the third positions in codons in the leading strand ORFs. Y-axis 

shows the fraction of a given type of nucleotide during 3000 generations (X-axis). 

 

The results are similar to the analytical analyses. After a sufficient number of MCS, 

the sequences are in equilibrium with the mutational pressure and they reach the 

nucleotide composition dictated by the pressure, which is the composition of the third 

positions in codons of the leading strand ORFs.  

However, in computer simulations the whole sequence is analysed and not only 

fractions of nucleotides. Thus, the exact number of substitutions can be determined and 

frequencies of all types of substitutions accepted in the sequence can be calculated. Fig. 

19a-d shows the numbers of all types of substitutions that occurred during the 

simulation. 
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Figure 19.  Numbers of all types of substitutions that occurred during 3000 Monte Carlo 

Steps (MCS) of the simulation. In each step the mutated sequence was compared to the 

sequence from the previous step. Y-axis shows the cumulated number of a given type of 
substitution during 3000 generations (X-axis). The numbers were calculated separately for a) 
first, b) second, c) third positions in codons in the leading strand ORFs in the B. burgdorferi 
genome, d) equimolar sequence. 

 

The above figure was obtained by comparing the mutated sequence to the sequence 

from the previous evolution step. In this way each substitution was counted. The 

number of substitutions depends not only on the frequencies dictated by BbTs but also 

on the nucleotide composition of the mutated sequence. Fig. 20a-d was obtained by 

comparing the mutated sequence to the original sequence (before the simulations). In 

this way only the accumulated mutations were counted, excluding multiple substitutions 

and reversions. The rate of accumulation is different for each type of substitution and 

each position in the codon. When the sequence reaches equilibrium with the mutational 

pressure, the number of different sites between it and the original is constant; thus it 

seems to stop accumulating substitutions, although rate of mutation does not change.  
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Figure 20.  Accumulated substitutions. In each step, the mutated sequence was compared to 

the original one and thus the number of substitutions was counted. Y-axis shows the cumulated 

number of a given type of substitution during 3000 Monte Carlo Steps (MCS) of simulation 
generations (X-axis). The numbers were calculated separately for a) first, b) second, c) third 

positions in codons in the leading strand ORFs, d) equimolar sequence. 

 

Fig. 21 shows changes in evolution time of the total number of mutations, accepted 

mutations and accumulated substitutions corrected with Kimura’s formula for multiple 

substitutions and reversions: 

K = -Ln(1-D-(D*D)/5) 

where D is the observed distance and K is the corrected distance (KIMURA 1983).  
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Figure 21.  Changes in the number of substitutions during 3000 MCS a) evolution of the 

sequence of the leading strand ORFs, b) equimolar sequence of the same length. 

 

 

4.2.4. Properties of BbTs 

During evolution, substituted nucleotides disappear in the similar manner as 

radioactive isotopes. From the table of substitutions, half-times of substitution τA, τG, τT, 

τC can be calculated for each of the four nucleotides A, G, T, and C, respectively. This 

time is determined by the sum of probabilities of substitutions of a given nucleotide by 

the other three nucleotides, for example for adenine: 

τA= ln2/(pmut*(p(A:*��S�$:7��S�$:&�� 

where pmut is a parameter which denotes the overall rate of mutation and does not 

influence the ratios between τs for different nucleotides. In the equilibrium, the fraction 

of a nucleotide which has been substituted is exactly the same as the fraction of this 

very nucleotide substituting the other ones. Thus, after the half time of substitutions the 

ratio between the “old” nucleotides and “new” nucleotides is 1:1 and this is a general 

property of any table of substitutions (Fig. 22a and b). 
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Figure 22.  Half-time of substitutions. Bold lines show decreasing fractions of the original 

nucleotides, fine lines show increasing fractions of newly appearing nucleotides during 1000 

MCS a) under the influence of BbTs b) under the influence of an artificial, computer-generated 

table of substitution which gives the same nucleotide composition as BbTs.  

 

However, the table of substitutions obtained for B. burgdorferi has another 

interesting feature: the time when a half of nucleotides of a given type are substituted by 

other nucleotides is linearly correlated with the fraction of the analysed type of 

nucleotide in the sequence. The higher substitution turnover of a nucleotide, the lower 

the fraction of this nucleotide in the DNA sequence (Fig. 23a). It seems to be a property 

of the pure mutational pressure. An artificial, computer-generated table of substitutions 

by KOWALCZUK et al. (1999c) imposed asymmetry on DNA sequence but there was no 

correlation between fractions of nucleotides in that sequence and the rate of their 

substitution (Fig. 23b).  
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Figure 23. Correlation between the fraction of a nucleotide (X-axis) and its half-time of 

substitution (Y-axis) under the influence of a) BbTs, b) artificial BbTs. 
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Also, a table of substitution rates for sequences under strong selection (ZHANG 

1999) gave no correlation (Tab. 3). However, correlation was found for substitution 

matrices which were obtained for sequences free from selection pressure, for example 

LI et al. 1984, YANG 1994, and FUKASAWA et al. 1982 (Tab. 3).  

 

substitution BbTS 
real 

BbTS 
artifi- 
cial 

pseud 
1 

pseud 
2 

pseud 
m 

pseud 
h 

mt 
dros 
4d 

mt 
dros 
3p 

mt 
DNA  
1, 2p 

A:T 0,103 0,222 0,047 0,024 0,017 0,087 0,124 0,019 0,069 
A:G 0,067 0,111 0,050 0,138 0,068 0,149 0,013 0,148 0,082 
A:C 0,023 0,016 0,094 0,031 0,068 0,000 0,029 0,005 0,094 
T:A 0,066 0,189 0,044 0,024 0,057 0,025 0,004 0,021 0,054 
T:G 0,035 0,002 0,082 0,030 0,114 0,013 0,075 0,005 0,016 
T:C 0,035 0,002 0,033 0,126 0,095 0,025 0,379 0,086 0,182 
G:A 0,164 0,023 0,210 0,214 0,166 0,177 0,056 0,449 0,118 
G:T 0,116 0,178 0,072 0,047 0,030 0,076 0,000 0,041 0,030 
G:C 0,015 0,056 0,053 0,051 0,060 0,050 0,000 0,000 0,031 
C:A 0,070 0,186 0,065 0,052 0,076 0,052 0,288 0,000 0,087 
C:T 0,261 0,010 0,210 0,211 0,172 0,312 0,000 0,227 0,216 
C:G 0,047 0,004 0,042 0,054 0,076 0,035 0,124 0,000 0,020 

DNA composition 

A 30,8 30,8 31,3 30,8 41,0 17,0 27,4 29,8 24,7 
T 48,5 48,5 37,2 30,8 17,1 65,6 50,1 43,6 31,5 
G 13,8 13,8 15,8 19,9 23,9 11,7 8,3 9,4 17,2 
C 6,9 6,9 15,8 18,5 18,1 5,6 14,3 17,2 26,6 

Half-time of substitution 

τA 361 199 364 360 450 294 412 404 283 

τT 513 359 437 385 262 1103 637 622 274 

τG 236 269 207 223 270 229 159 141 388 

τC 183 346 219 219 214 174 240 306 214 

Correlation 0,999 0,072 0,998 0,991 0,967 0,998 0,997 0,988 -0,764 

 
Table 3.  Examples of tables of substitutions, DNA composition in equilibrium with the 

mutational pressure and half times of nucleotide substitutions.  
Explanations: BbTs real – table of substitutions in the B. burgdorferi genome on the leading 

strand estimated as described in the Materials and Methods section; BbTs artificial – one of the 

computer-generated tables which produce the DNA asymmetry and composition like BbTs real; 

pseud 1 –data for mammal pseudogene sequences (LI et al. 1984); pseud 2 – data for the psi-
eta-globin pseudogenes of primates (YANG 1994); pseud m and pseud h – data for LDH-A 

pseudogenes of mouse and human respectively (FUKASAWA et al. 1986); mtdros 4d and mtdros 
3p – data for cytochrome b and NADH dehydrogenase subunit 1 genes of Drosophila mtDNA 

for four-fold degenerate sites and the third codon positions (TAMURA 1992); mtDNA 1, 2p - data 
for the first and the second codon positions for vertebrate mitochondrial genes (ZHANG 1999)  

Notes: The last column represents data for substitutions in mitochondrial sequences under 

strong selection pressure; pmut  parameter for τ counting equals 0,01. For more explanations see 

text. 
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5. Discussion 
 

5.1. Methods of measuring and showing DNA asymmetry 

DNA asymmetry, or deviations from PR2, are usually analysed in terms of excess 

of the number of guanines relative to cytosines or adenines relative to thymines. The 

bias is measured by GC and AT skews, (G-C)/(G+C) and (A-T)/(A+T), respectively. 

The method of analysing GC and AT skews with a sliding window (LOBRY 1996a) is 

helpful to detect replication origin in some prokaryotic chromosomes but the results are 

often difficult to interpret. If a small-sized window is used, strong fluctuations obscure 

the asymmetry (MRAZEK, KARLIN 1998), if the window is large, the trends in nucleotide 

composition are diminished (MCLEAN et al. 1998), cf. Fig.1. Cumulative skew diagrams 

or plots of numerically integrated skew of GRIGORIEV (1998) and TILLIER and COLLINS 

(2000a) eliminate fluctuations and give a much clearer picture (cf. Fig. 2). FREEMAN et 

al. (1998) performed cumulative diagrams of purine (A+G versus T+C) and keto (G+T 

versus A+C) excess, which indicated the origin and terminus of replication, and regions 

of integration of foreign DNA in the eubacterial genomes analysed.  

ROCHA et al. (1999a,b) applied a statistical linear discriminant function to assess 

strand asymmetry at the level of nucleotides, codons and amino acids.  

A method which differentiates the influence of replication processes and 

transcriptional/translational forces on genomic sequences was proposed by TILLIER and 

COLLINS (2000a). Their ANOVA analyses quantify and measure statistical significance 

of individual effects of replication and gene direction on GC and AT skews. The skews 

were measured in each codon position of CDS and in non-CDS separately. They found 

that the effect of replication orientation is independent of the effects of transcriptional or 

translational processes and in fact can be of the opposite sign. They also found that AT 

and GC skews in non-CDS are similar in size and sign to the skews seen with 

replication orientation at the third positions in codons. 

Much more information can be derived from DNA walks (CEBRAT, DUDEK 1998). 

Walks on differences of [A]-[T] and [G]-[C] give similar results to cumulative diagrams 

(Fig. 3a) but walks on particular nucleotides reveal their participation in asymmetry 

(Fig. 3b). Subtracting and adding DNA walks allows to separate the effect of 

replication-associated processes from the effect introduced by transcription and coding 

functions (MACKIEWICZ et al. 1999a,b). Subtraction of walks magnifies the trends in 

nucleotide substitutions which are reciprocal on Watson and Crick strands, as are the 
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ones connected with replication (Fig. 3), while addition of walks diminishes them and 

brings out the trends which are of the same sign on W and C strands, resulting from 

transcription and coding functions (or shows the lack of them, as in the case of the B. 

burgdorferi chromosome, Fig. 4).  

The replication-induced asymmetry can be detected in protein coding sequences in 

each position in the codon (Fig. 6-7), and as a result, this mutational pressure is 

reflected in amino acid composition of proteins (Fig. 16). The walks on ORF sequences 

are normalised and presented in the scale of the chromosome, i.e. x-axis shows location 

of the analysed ORFs on the chromosome, so the observed asymmetry does not result 

from unequal numbers of ORFs on the leading and lagging strands. Analysis of coding 

density (subtraction of walks, Fig. 14a) shows that the majority of ORFs are located on 

the leading strand, which may add to GC and AT skews observed by some other 

authors. When one looks at both W and C strands at the same time (addition of walks, 

Fig. 14b), ORFs are distributed more evenly on the chromosome. 

Furthermore, "spider" DNA walks can be used to distinguish between coding and 

non-coding sequences and to indicate the strand and the phase in which DNA is coding 

(CEBRAT, DUDEK 1998). Most coding ORFs have very strong and specific trends in 

nucleotide composition of each position in the codon, which can be seen in individual 

ORFs (Fig. 10) and even more clearly in spliced sequences of all ORFs from leading 

and lagging strands (Fig. 12). The parameters of the "spider" walks, like their angles 

and lengths of vectors, have been successfully used to discriminate protein coding from 

non-coding sequences and to estimate the total numbers of protein coding genes in 

genomes (CEBRAT et al. 1997b, CEBRAT et al. 1998, KOWALCZUK et al. 1999b). For 

some genomes, like B. burgdorferi, it is possible to determine by nucleotide 

composition of a gene, which strand, leading or lagging, it is located on (Fig. 13), and 

even amino acid composition of a protein reveals the strand the corresponding gene is 

located on. GIERLIK et al. (2000) have used DNA walks to analyse eukaryotic genomes 

and have been the first to find replication-associated asymmetry at the ends of 

chromosomes. DNA walks have proven to be the best method to visualise and compare 

sequence asymmetry. 
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5.2. The steady state of the B. burgdorferi chromosome  

The B. burgdorferi chromosome is the most asymmetric of all sequenced so far (see 

http://smorfland.microb.uni.wroc.pl/bacasym.html for comparison). Subtraction of 

walks on the chromosome sequence shows extremely strong asymmetry, but addition of 

walks shows lack of it. The observed asymmetry differentiates sequences from leading 

and lagging strands (Fig. 3), while addition of walks differentiates ORFs proximal and 

distal to the origin of terminus of replication in some genomes, e.g. Bacillus subtilis 

(MACKIEWICZ et al. 1999b). However, this kind of asymmetry is absent in the B. 

burgdorferi chromosome (Fig. 4).  

Cumulative walks on first and second positions in codons in ORFs show trends 

specific for the coding functions of these sequences, and independent of their location 

on chromosome (Fig. 5a-b). Third positions have trends similar to intergenic sequences 

(Fig. 5c-d). The same conclusions come from the genomic spider walks (Fig.12). 

Apparently, the most degenerated positions in codons have most adapted to their 

location on chromosome. However, detrended DNA walks reveal the leading/lagging 

asymmetry also in the first and second positions in codons (Fig. 6a-b). Selection on 

these positions is not strong enough to eliminate all asymmetric substitutions that occur 

during replication. Walks on particular nucleotides show that distribution of each type 

of nucleotide contributes to the observed asymmetry, although not to the same extent 

(Fig. 7). Addition of walks does not show any clear trends connected with transcription 

(Fig. 8a-c and 9a-c), and presented in the scale of subtracted walks shows no asymmetry 

at all (Fig. 8d and 9d). The asymmetry between leading and lagging strands of the 

chromosome is a result of substitutions introduced during replication (MACKIEWICZ et 

al. 1999c), and not transcription, as some authors have argued (BELETSKII, BHAGWAT 

1996, FRANCINO et al. 1996, FRANCINO, OCHMAN 1997, FREEMAN et al. 1998). 

The asymmetry is greatest in the third position in the codon, which is under weakest 

selection pressure. In half of the boxes of the table of the genetic code (page 17) any 

substitution in the third position does not change the sense of the encoded amino acid. 

Fig. 15 shows that in those positions (in four-fold degenerated codons) asymmetry is the 

strongest. However, the asymmetry is also present in the third positions of two-fold 

degenerated codons, which means that some asymmetric transversions that change the 

encoded amino acid, and thus should be selected against, are nevertheless fixed. The 

nucleotide composition of the third positions in codons follows precisely the sign of the 
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asymmetry of intergenic sequences (Fig. 5cd, 6cd, and 7cd) and the third positions of 

ORFs situated on the leading and lagging strands have precisely mirror asymmetry (Fig. 

10, 12). Apparently, replication-associated mutational pressure is the main force that 

generates the observed asymmetry. Interestingly, the asymmetry is greater in third 

codon positions than in intergenic sequences. This paradox could be explained 

assuming that the highly degenerated third positions have accumulated more neutral or 

near neutral mutations introduced by the replication-associated processes because they 

stay at their positions for longer than intergenic sequences (Mackiewicz et al. 1999c). 

There are constraints on inversions of coding sequences but no constraints on inversions 

of intergenic sequences. Thus, some newly inverted intergenic sequences could 

complement the asymmetry of the “new host” strand. The third codon positions stay for 

longer under the influence of the mutational pressure typical for one strand, and because 

they are not under strong selection, their composition is close to equilibrium. 

When asymmetry in the first and third positions in codons is taken into account, 

genes form two distinct, easily recognisable groups (Fig. 13b), which testifies for a 

particular conservation of location of genes in the genome (MACKIEWICZ et al. 1999c). 

96% of genes coding for ribosomal proteins are located on the leading strand, which 

suggests that location and rearrangements of genes are under very strict constraints. In 

fact, the structure of the genome has been conserved for such a long time that 

asymmetric substitutions had time to accumulate in each position in the codon and 

influence the amino acid composition of proteins. The conservation may result either 

from lack of recombination between the strands or from the differential killing of genes 

relocated to the opposite strand by the replication-associated mutational pressure 

(MACKIEWICZ 2001a). It seems that genes are "fitted" to their location, where the 

mutational pressure is optimal, and the genome is in the steady state. 

 

5.3. The B. burgdorferi table of substitutions 

Analyses of long-range correlations in DNA have revealed that in the intergenic 

sequences a very strong triplet signal can be detected (VOSS 1992, GIERLIK et al. 1999). 

This signal can be created by fragments of coding sequences transferred into intergenic 

space by recombination mechanisms. Apparently, some intergenic sequences have 

derived from coding sequences and could freely accumulate mutations with frequencies 

determined by the replication-associated mutational pressure (see Fig. 11b for an 
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example). If the time of divergence has not been very long, homology between the 

intergenic sequences and their original protein coding sequences can be found. In this 

way the table of substitutions was constructed for the B. burgdorferi leading strand 

ORFs (BbTs, Table 2, see Materials and Methods section for details). An assumption 

was made that mutations have accumulated only in the intergenic sequences and not in 

the coding sequences, which is not exactly true, but which enabled constructing the 

table. This assumption could only lower the real mutational rate without influencing the 

ratios between the specific substitutions if selection kills mutants evenly with the same 

probability independently of the kind of substitution (the position in codon does not 

influence the results). This is a risky assumption but it could give a good approximation 

of the mutational pressure exerted on intergenic sequences. Some other authors who 

have constructed matrices of substitutions using the mutations accumulated in 

pseudogene sequences have made the same assumption (LI et al. 1984, YANG 1994). 

The B. burgdorferi chromosome was chosen for analysis because there are many 

premises indicating that it is in the steady state (see above). Third positions in codons 

have been found in equilibrium with replication-associated mutational pressure by 

analytical analysis (Fig. 17) and computer simulations (Fig. 18), which show that the 

composition of these positions does not change under the influence of mutational 

pressure. 

After aligning sequences under study and determining site-by-site homologies and 

differences between them, one needs to build a mathematical model of the evolution of 

the sequences in time. There are two kinds of models, or matrices of substitutions: 

empirical ones, using properties calculated through comparisons of observed sequences, 

and parametrical ones, using chemical or biological properties of DNA and amino acids 

(see LIÒ, GOLDMAN 1998, and WHELAN et al. 2001 for review and discussion). The 

table of substitution rates described in the present work is a phenomenological, 

empirical one. It is the first table that creates DNA in equilibrium, and of nucleotide 

composition observed in nature. Contrary to any parametrical model, it retains both 

DNA sequence composition and the strand asymmetry of the reference sequences, here 

the third positions in codons of the B. burgdorferi leading strand ORFs (Fig. 17, 18). 

Computer simulations of evolution of the leading strand ORFs under the influence of 

the table and no selective constraints allow for more than estimation of changes in 

nucleotide composition. They enable watching the history of the sequence and counting 

each substitution. The frequencies of substitutions are given in the table, but the number 
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of substitutions that actually occur also depends on the composition of the analysed 

sequence. That is why the numbers of substitutions are slightly different for each 

position in the codon, and for the equimolar sequence (Fig. 19). Much greater 

differences are observed in the number of substitutions that accumulated in the analysed 

sequence (Fig. 20). When a DNA sequence is put under a mutational pressure, but free 

from selection pressure, the number of different sites between this sequence and the 

original sequence increases. However, substitutions may occur in the same sites and 

after some time the number of different sites between sequences is constant, although 

the rate of mutations does not change. The relation between the numbers of 

accumulated substitutions and all substitutions is shown in Fig. 21. Usually when 

calculating evolutionary distances, one can compare sequences of living organisms, but 

ancestral sequences remain unknown. Thus only the number of substitutions 

accumulated between these sequences is known. To estimate evolutionary distance, it is 

necessary to find the number of substitutions that actually occurred, or to correct the 

observed number of substitutions for multiple substitutions and reversions. A way to do 

that was proposed by KIMURA (1983). Fig. 21 shows that Kimura's correction is 

accurate only for short evolutionary distances. Ideally, the correction should allow for 

calculating the actual number of substitutions from the number of accumulated 

substitutions, so it should be close to the graph showing all substitutions. However, 

Kimura’s correction does not take into account different rates of substitution of each 

nucleotide, and works only for short evolutionary distances. From Fig. 19 it is clear that 

the corrections should be different for each type of substitution (KOWALCZUK et al. 

2001c). Knowing the table of substitutions, one can count the corrections that should be 

introduced into experimentally found differences in nucleotide sequences to find the 

real numbers of substitutions during the divergence time. It is possible to count the 

corrections very precisely and for a wide degree of homology. Furthermore, it should be 

possible to separate the effects of mutational and selection pressures. 

The empirical table of substitutions allows for calculating half times of substitution 

for each of the four nucleotides (Fig. 22). What is more, there is a linear evolution law 

that correlates the fractions of the four nucleotides in the sequence with the rates of their 

substitution (Fig. 23a). The law holds only for real matrices obtained for DNA in the 

equilibrium, under only mutational pressure, free from selection (KOWALCZUK et al. 

2001b). Computer-generated tables and the ones obtained for sequences under selection 

pressure do not share that property (see Fig. 23b and Table 3). The matrix found for the 
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third positions in the four-fold degenerated codons in Drosophila mitochondrial DNA 

(TAMURA 1992) fulfils this law more precisely than for all third positions in codons in 

that organelle's genome (the same results were obtained for matrices of primates' 

mtDNA published by ADACHI and HASEGAWA, 1996). These differences could be 

expected if some mutations in the third positions, leading to amino acid substitutions are 

not neutral. One can also notice that matrices found by analysis of substitutions into 

different pseudogenes in the same organism or in very closely related organisms give a 

different DNA composition in equilibrium, which supports the thesis that the mutational 

pressure varies for different regions of the same eukaryotic genome (FILIPSKI 1988, 

WOLFE et al. 1989, MATASSI et al. 1999). 

Precise, almost deterministic relations between the nucleotide fractions and their 

turnover rates enable estimating if the matrix of substitutions is influenced by selection 

or not. Also, it enables counting the distance between the given sequence and the 

sequence in equilibrium with this mutational pressure. This distance is supposed to be a 

measure of selection pressure, which keeps the sequence at the steady state, far from 

equilibrium. Using the mutational pressure matrix one can estimate the pressure on each 

position in codons in protein coding sequences. 
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6. Summary and Conclusions  
 

¾�In Borrelia burgdorferi, location of a gene on the leading or lagging strand of 

the chromosome influences its nucleotide composition, which is reflected by its 

codon composition and amino acid composition of the encoded protein.  

¾�By the asymmetry in nucleotide composition of first and third positions in 

codons ORFs can be divided into two non-overlapping groups located on 

different DNA strands.  

¾�By comparing gene-derived intergenic sequences to their homologous genes, the 

frequency of each kind of substitution (BbTs) was found for leading strand 

sequences free from selection.  

¾�The empirical matrix of substitutions (BbTs) obeys the linear law for the 

correlation of the half-time of substitution of a type of nucleotide with its 

fraction in the sequence.  

¾�Basing on this law, it is possible to calculate precise corrections for multiple 

substitutions and reversions in phylogenetic studies.  

¾�Methods of analysis described in this work enable assessment of relative 

contribution of mutation and selection forces to the observed asymmetry.  

¾�The chromosome is in steady state with replication-associated mutational 

pressure and with selection pressure on the encoded information. 

¾�The third positions in codons in the leading strand ORFs are in equilibrium with 

replication-associated mutational pressure, and the influence of selection is not 

visible in four-fold degenerated codons. 

 

Future perspectives: 

��If these methods are applied to other genomes, they could allow to estimate the 

differences in mutational pressure between genomes and then to estimate the 

role of selection on different sequences. It will enable measuring phylogenetic 

distances more precisely, and constructing more accurate phylogenetic trees. 

��Further analysis of the table of substitutions should allow estimating the role of 

selection and the susceptibility of each position in codons of the coding 

sequences to mutational pressure. Further studies should also indicate if there is 

any correlation in elimination of substitutions from the third positions by 

truncated selection. 
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